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What Lies Beneath the Science 

Achievement Gap: The Challenges of 


Aligning Science Instruction
 
With Standards and Tests
 

Amongst all instructional issues facing science education, the one that exerts 
the most substantial impact on the lasting achievement gap is the “mile-wide, 
inch-deep” curriculum, which is created by superficial alignments among 
standards, tests, and instructional materials. 

“If science educators had a dime so-called “standards-based” materials 
for every time the phrase ‘standards- creates a false sense of comfort in a 

… simply matchingbased’ or ‘aligned with standards’ superficially aligned curriculum. We 
pops up in science textbooks, instruc- advocate for schools, districts, even standards with so-called 
tional product brochures, conference states to undertake the difficult but “standards-based” 
programs, or in-service workshop necessary planning process to create a materials creates a false 
presentations …” framework of performance objectives sense of comfort in a 

to serve as the critical hinge linking superficially alignedDiminishing “standards” and standards, instruction,andassessment. curriculum.“alignment” to overused buzzwords Such curriculum planning must set as 
or superficial checklists masks the its first priority the goals of effectively 
dire need for truly systemic and op- cutting down the girth of yearly sci- the three urban schools collaborate 
erational standards-based alignment ence content while efficiently manag- with the research team in both bi-
in science education. In this article, ing the handoff of students between weekly meetings during the school 
we report the findings of an ongoing grade levels. year and summer workshops. In ad 
collaborativeeffortbetweencognitive dition, the researchers learn, observe, 
researchers and urban science teach- Research Context and co-teach in the urban classrooms. 
ers to align everyday teaching with and Data Collection The comparison school is not directly 
standards, tests, and research-based Our research takes place in threeur- involved in any intervention efforts. 
pedagogy. We begin with an analysis ban parochial schools (> 90% eligible All schools use the same district-
of how the width vs. depth dilemma for free and reduced lunch programs wide curriculum guidelines, though 
in science teaching manifested itself and > 95% African American). We the instructional materials vary from 
in yearly test scores and the achieve- use one affluent parochial school as a school to school. All science teachers 
ment gap. We review the problematic comparison group (< �0% eligible for are certified in elementary education 
issues of alignment among standards, free and reduced lunch programs and with approximately half also certi
instruction, and assessment. We argue < �0% African American). Science fied to teach science at elementary or 
that simply matching standards with teachers for 6th through 8th grades in secondary levels. This teacher profile 
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is comparable to nationwide statistics 
for science teaching in public schools 
(National Center for Education Statis
tics, �00�). All schools are annually 
assessed using the Terra Nova Com
prehensiveTestofBasicSkills [CTBS] 
(CTB/McGraw-Hill, �00�), which 
includes a 40-item multiple choice 
assessment for science for each grade 
level. The parochial district evaluates 
schools based on the annual tests and 
exerts administrative pressure on 
principalsandteachers to improveper
formance. There is no “high-stakes” 
accountability system (e.g., sanction, 
merit-pay). The achievement data re
portedherewascollectedbyobtaining 
students’answersheets forCTBStests 
from both the urban schools and the 
comparison school. We analyze test 
performance by test item rather than 
relying on the gross subject-level data 
reportedbyCTB/McGraw-Hill. Inad
dition,wewereable tocollect, through 
interviews, surveys, and in-class ob
servations, a detailed record of what 
each teacher taught in each school. 
We connected test data and everyday 
teaching through item analyses that 
categorized items by topic area and by 
cognitive demand (Bloom, �956). 

Science Achievement Gap
What follows is a tale of two gaps: 
�) The learning gap in particular 

topic areas, which, through 
teacher and researcher collabo
ration and intense instructional 
investment, can be narrowed or 
even closed; 

�) The testgap across theentiresci
ence curriculum, which, despite 
teacher and researcher collabo
ration and intense instructional 
investment and professional de
velopment, remain wide open. 

In urban school settings, 
teaching for mastery 
requires time and patience. 

We began with a set of science 
instructional strategiesfirstdeveloped 
in cognitive psychology laboratories 
and subsequently validated in diverse 
classroom settings (Chen & Klahr, 
�999; Klahr, Chen & Toth, �00�; 
Klahr & Nigam, �004; Klahr & Li, 
�005; Strand Cary & Klahr, �005; 
Toth, Klahr, & Chen, �000; Triona 
& Klahr, �003). For the purpose of 
our discussion here, the operational 
details of our instructional method 
are not particularly important (see 
Klahr & Li, �005, for a more detailed 
discussion). It suffices to say that our 
proposed methods push for mastery 
by narrowing our focus on skill or 
concept domains through a sequence 
of cognitively-balanced instructional 
activities, including goal-directed 

Figure 1

exploration, elicitation of student’s 
justificationandexplanation, repeated 
formative and performance assess
ment, and explicit instruction. The 
argument we are making here is not 
that our method is the best way or 
even that it is better than some other 
alternative. Instead, we present evi
dence that our method can close the 
learninggap while still leaving the test 
gap wide open. 

In urban school settings, teaching 
formasteryrequires timeandpatience. 
For example, we had developed 
instruction to help students achieve 
high levels of mastery in designing 
valid scientific experiments. In afflu
ent high-achieving schools, students 
achieved mastery in two days. In our 
urban schools, it took one to three 
weeks depending on classroom and 
school conditions. But the intense 
investment of teacher’s planning and 
teaching in urban schools, carried out 
through iterative lesson studies and 
in-class teacher-researcher collabora-

Low-SES Training group and high-SES comparison group’s performance on select 

TIMSS 8th Grade science items pertaining to controls and variables, compared with

U.S. and international benchmarks. 

Percentage of Students Correctly Answering TIMSS 1995 Experimental Design Items 
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tion, do pay off. In designing scientific 
experiments, for example, 5th and 6th 

grade urban students achieved a level 
of mastery exceeding their same-age 
counterparts in the affluent school. 
Their performance also matched or 
exceeded national and international 
benchmarksonstandardized test items 
reused from the National Assessment 
of Educational Progress [NAEP] and 
Trends in International Math and 
Science Study [TIMSS] tests (Figure 
�). In another example, over a three 
week period, students in two 6th grade 
urban classrooms learned to explain 
day and night and the seasonal change 
in daylight hours. Their performance 
on relevant TIMSS 8th grade items not 
only exceeded that of the U.S. aver
age, but matched that of international 

Figure 2
Topic coverage and test gap 

leaders like Japan. These results are 
encouraging indications that, with 
adequate investment of time, profes
sional development, and research-
practice collaboration, we can narrow 
the learning gap. 

One would expect that, with mas
tery at the topic level, the overall test 
gap would also narrow. But our efforts 
didnot lead to thenarrowingof thegap 
as measured by yearly standardized 
tests. The heavy investment in closing 
the learning gap topic by topic incurs 
a great cost on the breadth of topic 
coverage.Foreach lessonweplanned, 
there were bound to be many that we 
could not, due to the lack of teacher 
preparation time. For each topic we 
taught to mastery, there were bound 
to be many that we could not, due to 

Achievement Gap vs. Instructional Coverage 

The heavy investment in 
closing the learning gap 
topic by topic incurs a great 
cost on the breadth of topic 
coverage. 

the lack of instructional time. In one 
year, by the time the CTBS test was 
administered, our three urban schools 
only managed to cover just over half 
of the planned curriculum. 

The test gap between the urban and 
comparison schools is illustrated in 
Figure �. The 40 items on the test were 
grouped, based on teacher interviews, 
surveys, and item analysis, into five 
categories. The domain-general cat-

Note. This parietal chart compares the achievement gap on categories of items based on coverage in low- and high-SES 
schools. The columns show, respectively, the weight of a particular category of items on the test and the extent to the 
category contributes to the overall test gap between the schools. The columns are ordered from right to left in terms of 
the absolute size of the test gap. The lines show the same information but in an accumulative fashion. 
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egory includes inquiry or reasoning 
items that do not rely on any specific 
content knowledge. The remaining 
categories include items that, without 
specific content knowledge, a student 
cannotanswer.Figure�showsperhaps 
the “obvious”—when a test item re
lates to content topics that were taught 
in the urban schools or skill areas that 
required no particular content knowl
edge (i.e., domaingeneral), theassoci
ated test gap is smaller per item than 
that for test items under topics “not 
taught”. This supports our assertion 
that intense investment in teaching is 
beginning to narrow the learning gap 
in the specific topics or skills taught, 
but not nearly fast enough or “wide” 
enough tocatch uponyearly tests.The 
test items that fall under topics “not 
taught” by urban schools contribute to 
about 60% of the total test gap (adding 
together the “covered in neither” and 
“covered inhigh-SESonly”columns). 
In other words, 60% of the test gap 
can be attributed not to the quality 
of teaching in the urban schools, but 
merely to the breadth of coverage or 
opportunity to learn. Furthermore, the 
single biggest source of the test gap 
is the “covered in neither” category, 
suggesting that even when both urban 
schools and the affluent school were 
limited in their breadth of coverage, 
differences in prior knowledge alone 
could account for 40% of the total 
test gap. It is tempting to jump to the 
conclusion that breadth of coverage 
is what we need. But with breadth, 
we will lose the depth of mastery per 
topic. During our intervention, the 
teachers only taught one third of the 
topics they had taught in past years, 
but the overall test scores were no 
different from years prior. 

Canweexpect this trend to improve 
over time? Would multiple years of 
intervention narrow the gap? Though 

we would like to believe that, based on 
oursuccess inclosingsometopic-level 
learning gaps, our further analysis 
reveals a more pessimistic answer. 
Recall that our instruction is focused 
on mastery and deep understanding. 
By mastery, we mean that students not 
only could recognize and reproduce 
factual information, but could apply 
their learning robustly in an inquiry 
context—a goal aligned with the spirit 
of the standards movements. To what 
extent is our instructional focus on 
knowledge application aligned with 
the assessment instrument? Figure 3 
shows the break-down of the 40 test 
items bycognitiveobjectives (Bloom, 
�956). Over 80% of the achievement 
gap is contained within the most 
basic level of Bloom’s hierarchy of 
cognitiveobjectives, involvingmostly 
terminologies and facts. If we follow 
the “getting the biggest bang for your 
buck” principle, we would be tempted 
tosuggest that thequickestpathtoclos
ing the test gap on the CTBS tests is to 

Standards and tests are 
here to stay and nearly 
every state has adopted 
science content standards. 

target instruction towards the lowest 
levels of cognitive objectives. This 
suggests thatour instructionalfocusfor 
understanding and mastery is aligned 
with thestandardsbutmisalignedwith 
the emphasis of the tests. 

Standards-based Reform 
in Science Education 

We do not infer from the above 
analysis that schools should do away 
with standards or tests. Standards and 
tests are here to stay and nearly every 

state has adopted science content 
standards.Beginningin the�007-�008 
school year, all states must also mea
sure science achievement with assess
ments that align with state standards 
(No Child Left Behind Act, Public 
Law ��0-�07). All of these reform 
efforts have the intention of narrow
ing the achievement gap—albeit the 
gap has mostly been defined as the 
test performance differences between 
rich and poor or predominantly white 
or minority schools. 

Before we can operationalize a 
systemic alignment in science educa
tion, we need to first understand the 
relationship between the achievement 
gap, standards, tests, and everyday in
struction.During the lastdecade, large 
scale investigations have focused on 
international comparisons of test per
formance, curriculum, and teaching. 
Two prominent reports—ASplintered 
Vision (Schmidt,McKnight,&Raizen, 
�997) and The Teaching Gap (Stigler 
& Hiebert, �999)—argue that U.S. 
science and mathematics education 
are “splintered” by “mile wide, inch 
deep” curriculum aims and textbooks, 
and that U.S. teachers have neither the 
supporting resources nor the ongoing 
collaborative professional practice to 
iteratively plan, evaluate, and revise 
their lessons. The outcry against 
bloatedsciencecurriculaandadvocacy 
forprofessionalizingscience teaching 
areamong the core issues that inspired 
the standards movement (American 
Association for the Advancement of 
Science [AAAS], 1990, 1993; Na
tionalResearchCouncil [NRC],1999). 
But is science education less “stuffed” 
andmore“nourished”todaythanitwas 
more than a decade ago? The debates 
persist as the standards reform move
ment, in the course of state-by-state 
implementation, triggeredunintended 
consequences such as ballooning the 
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Figure 3
Cognitive objectives and test gap 

The columns are ordered from right to left based on Bloom’s low to high ranking of cognitive skills. 

Note. This parietal chart compares the achievement gap on categories of items based on cognitive objectives (using 
Bloom’s Taxonomy) in low- and high-SES schools. The columns show, respectively, the weight of a particular 
category of items on the test and the extent to the category contributes to the overall test gap between the schools. 
The columns are ordered from right to left in terms of the absolute size of the test gap. The lines show the same 
information but in an accumulative fashion. 

scope of science content, limiting the 
choice of instructional strategies, and 
imposing one-size-fits-all goals and 
solutions for diverse student popula
tions (Anderson, �004; Anderson & 
Helms, �00�; Barton, �998; Bauer, 
�99�; Donmoyer, �995; Hewson, 
Kahle, Scantlebury, & Davies, �00�; 
Li & Klahr, �005; Rodriguez, �997; 
Settlage & Meadows, �00�; Shamos, 
�995;Shiland,�998;ThomasB.Ford
ham Institute, �000, �005; Vesilind & 
Jones, 1998; Wolk, 1999, 2004). 

Academic and policy debates seem 
somewhat remote to practitioners on 
the frontline of science education. 
Science teachers, department heads, 

and instructional specialists need to 
survive and thrive in a teaching envi
ronment increasingly driven by stan
dards and measured by accountability 
tests. They are the ones who must, 
here and now, find solutions to the 
pressing problems of standards-based 
reform, including (but not limited to) 
the following three interrelatedclaims 
(Anderson, �004, p.�): 

• The	 reform agenda is more 
ambitious than our current 
resources and infrastructure will 
support. 

• Thestandardsadvocatestrategies 
that may not reduce achievement 

gaps among different groups of 
students. 

• There are too many standards, 
more thanstudentscan learnwith 
understandinginthetimewehave 
to teach science. 

The analysis of the width vs. 
depth dilemma in our local context 
supports each of these three claims. 
The state of science education, we 
argue, requires the application of a 
basic economic principle: scarcity 
necessitates choice. The scarcity 
of instructional and planning time, 
physical materials and resources, 
and teacher preparedness necessitates 
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difficult choices that teachers have to 
make about what and how to teach 
on a daily basis. These choices con
verge on the issue of alignment—the 
streamliningof instructionalgoalsand 
strategieswithinpolicyconstraints that 
maximallyutilize theavailablehuman, 
time, and physical resources towards 
closing achievement gaps. 

The outcry against 
bloated science curricula 
and advocacy for 
professionalizing science 
teaching are among the 
core issues that inspired the 
standards movement. 

Alignment
There is a broad consensus among 

practitioners, policy makers, and re
searchers that “alignment” is a prereq
uisite for educational improvements 
in today’s high standards and high ac
countability system (see Olson, �003 
forasuccinctsummaryandadvocacy). 
Everyday instruction in the science 
classroomshouldalignwithstandards, 
be informedbyformativeandsumma
tive assessments that also align with 
standards, incorporate instructional 
products that are standards-based, and 
apply pedagogical strategies that are 
also standards-based. 

What resources are available to 
classroomteachers, schoolprincipals, 
and district leaders to create such a 
system of alignment? We are bom
bardedwithdocuments titled,“content 
standards”, “benchmarks”, “teaching 
standards”, and “curriculum frame
works”, many of which overlap and 
restateeachother.Educationalproduct 
brochures are strewn with variants of 
the “alignment checklist”—generi 

cally and superficially claiming how 
each lesson unit or module is aligned 
with a host of inquiry and content 
standards. The overuse and misuse 
of the term “alignment” belies the 
genuine alignment process—to be in 
or come into precise adjustment or 
correct relative position (Webster’s 
Dictionary)—that demands a system 
inwhicheverydayteaching,standards, 
and tests can be brought into “correct 
relative position” through “precise 
adjustment”. 
We argue that the lack of an op 

erational process of alignment is not 
due to the lack of trying, but a dearth 
of specificity and transparency in 
the reform infrastructure. In order 
to ward off excessive width or depth 
in teaching, a teacher needs to know 
specifically what content should be 
taught at what grade level, to what 
level of mastery, and measured by 
what set of performance objectives. 
For example, standards statements 
like “students should develop general 
abilities, such as … identifying and 
controlling variables” (NRC, �996) 
and “design controlled experiments, 
recognize variables, and manipulate 
variables” (Pennsylvania Department 
of Education, �00�) could easily have 
been used to describe goals in under
graduate or graduate level research 
methods classes. These statements do 
not offer a usable specification of the 
level of mastery expected of students 
in grades 5 through 8. The alternative 
is to build grade-level performance 
objective based on the standards, 
such as: 

“In 5th grade, students should 
be able to design a controlled 
experiment when the key vari
ables are already given, in 
simple topic areas such as, 
‘Does water make a plant grow 

faster or slower?’or ‘Does sugar 
dissolve faster in warm water?’ 
In addition, students should be 
able to discriminate a controlled 
experiment fromanuncontrolled 
experiment when they are given 
the variables and the procedures. 
Also, students should be able to 
identify the important variable 
to contrast when the research 
questionhasbeenspecified, such 
as “water” or “temperature of 
water” in the two topic examples 
above.” 

Inorder toalignday-to-dayteaching 
and formative assessment with yearly 
accountability assessments, a teacher 
also needs a transparent roadmap that 
leads from topic-specific performance 
objectives to the skills and knowledge 
demanded by accountability tests. 
This roadmap should make it clear 
and unambiguous what the mandated 
test expects of the student within a 
specific topic area at a specific grade 
level, not some general descriptions 
of “proficiency”. Most states and test 
publishers release teacher’sguidesand 
assessment handbooks in the hopes of 
providing such a roadmap. But guide
line statements often are just as vague 
and generic as those in the standards, 
for example: 

“Students must have an un
derstanding of the concepts and 
terms included in the standards 
throughgrade7.Thisunderstand
ing should go beyond simple 
knowledgerecall (Bloom’sLevel 
One). Students should be able to 
translate and apply the terms to 
new situations when answering 
an item.” (Pennsylvania Depart
ment of Education, �00�) 

Using our example earlier, how 
would a teacher know, from this gen-
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eral assessment guideline, what level 
of performance is expected from the 
students when it comes to controlling 
variables and designing experiments? 
The alternative is to provide a topic-
level roadmap so that the teacher can 
clearly see the linkage (i.e., trans
parency) between the standards, the 
performance objective, and the test 
requirements. It may look something 
like this for our example topic: 

“At a ‘recall’ level, students 
can define the words ‘variable’ 
and ‘control’. At a ‘basic use’ 
level, students can identify the 
target variable from a question 
statement, such as, ‘Does water 
make the plant grows faster?’At 
an ‘application’ level, students 
can design an experimental 
procedure based on the vari
ables they can identify from a 
question statement. At a ‘gen-

Table 1 

The state of science 
education, we argue, 
requires the application of a 
basic economic principle: 
scarcity necessitates 
choice. 

eralization’ level, students can 
examine a given description of 
an experimental procedure and 
critique whether the procedure 
has met the requirements of a 
controlled experiment. For each 
of these levels, example assess
ment items are included. At the 
4th grade level, assessment items 
will emphasize recall and basic 
use.At the7th grade level, assess
ment items will emphasize ap
plication and generalization.” 

An example of content standard topics used in the alignment analysis 

Note: AAAS states that students should “learn about the electromagnetic spectrum, including the 
assertion that it consists of wavelike radiations. Wavelength should be the property receiving the 
most attention but only minimal calculation.” (p 90)
 
Copyright: All original written materials are copyrighted by the National Research Council, 

American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the Pennsylvania Department of 

Education. We added grouping and re-organization of the original contents.
 

These two aspects of alignment, 
specificityandtransparency,cannotbe 
implemented independently. Without 
specificityofcontentandperformance 
standards, there is no framework to 
which the testsor teachingcouldalign. 
Without transparency in the tests, the 
outcome measures can only produce 
information of a coarse grain size, un
usable toinformandimproveeveryday 
teaching. We believe that, as a prereq
uisite for improving achievement, we 
must have a system of alignment that 
can reduce the burden of the “mile
wide” content and enable meaningful 
and mastery-focused teaching. This is 
easier said than done. Using our local 
context, we review the challenges 
of using traditional approaches and 
existing resources to attempt this 
daunting task. 

Difficulty of Alignment 
In a Local Context 

In the same year as our project 
began, our parochial district 
unveiled its newly revised 
curriculumguidelinesbasedon 
theadoptionof thestatescience 
content standards. Because 
the CTBS tests used by the 
district proclaim to be aligned 
with science standards at the 
national level, we evaluated 
whether thePennsylvaniastate 
standards align with National 
Science Education Standards 
[NSES] (NRC, 1996) and the 
Benchmarks for Scientific 
Literacy (AAAS, �993). We 
assembled all of the standards 
pertaining to the middle grade 
levels (5th through 8th). From 
this collection of content 
standardstatements fromthree 
separate guidelines, we group 
similar topics together into 
“clusters”—each containing 
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Table 2 Obviously, content standards leave 
Topics identified across three content standards, NSES, AAAS, and PA much to do for teachers and science 

and comparing relevant statements 
fromall threestandards.Table�shows 
one example of such clusters and 
Table � shows the total of 30 clusters 
identified in the three main branches 
of middle school science across three 
setsofstandards.Wehavenot included 
the inquiry standards in our analysis 
with the understanding that students 
should be engaged in inquiry across 
all science content areas. 

The three sets of standards, for 
the most part, ask for a similar core 
body of content. At least on a con
tent level, we seemed to have found 
alignment among district, state, and 
national standards. But in practice, 
a curriculum plan requires a level of 
specificity that the standards fall far 
short of providing. We discuss two 
significant challenges in curriculum 
planning using standards: sequence 
and selective emphasis. 
Unlikeacurriculumplan, standards 

provideneither transitionbetweentop
ics nor progression within topics for 

each block of grades (e.g., 5th through 
8th).Usingourexample topicLightand 
Solar Energy (Table �), where does 
it fit sequentially within the whole 
spectrum of science content (Table 
�)? In addition, which aspects of this 
topic should be taught in 5th grade vs. 
6th grade vs. 7th grade vs. 8th grade? 
The content standards offer no such 
specification, leaving thisenormously 
complex task to practitioners. Also 
unlike a curriculum plan, standards 
tell what topics should be taught, 
but not the appropriate emphasis or 
weight one should place upon differ
ent topics at different grade levels. 

Without specificity of 
content and performance 
standards, there is no 
framework to which the 
tests or teaching could 
align. 

instruction specialists. But on what 
research, knowledge, and practical 
grounds should such complex deci
sions be made? 
In the absence of a specific cur

riculumframework, the teachers inour 
local context rely heavily on existing 
instructional materials—including 
textbooks, lab kits, and miscellaneous 
activities they have attempted in past 
years. Much of the materials pub
lished after the release of the national 
standards proclaim their alignment 
with content and inquiry standards. 
If materials do indeed align with stan
dards, then why not just follow their 
predefined sequence and emphases? 
We could keep our fingers crossed that 
what one teaches based on standards-
based materials matches what one’s 
students would be measured on by the 
standards-based tests. 

The alignment between popular 
instructional materials and science 
standards has been extensively stud
ied, particularly in middle school 
science (Kesidou & Roseman, �00�; 
Stern & Ahlgren, �00�; Stern & 
Roseman, �004). Across the board, 
popular instructional materials fail to 
convey the “big ideas” intended by 
the standards and to provide mean
ingful assessments appropriate to the 
knowledge level demanded by the 
standards. We do not re-investigate 
these issues, but rather, focus on three 
commonsense practical issues. First, 
do the textbooks “cover” the topics 
in the standards? Using 6th grade as 
an example, we find that the textbook 
covers or touches upon �4 of the 30 
total clusters (Table 2). The textbook 
is divided into 59 lesson units, which, 
if divided by the available school days 
in a year, require on average �.5 class 
periods each. How much content is 
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included in one single lesson unit that 
is to be taught in �.5 class periods? 
Using heredity as an example, the 
textbook lesson unit contains the fol 
lowing concepts—traits, DNA, gene, 
Watson & Crick, DNA base types, 
DNA structure, copies, and ladder, 
the Human Genome Project, and the 
use of DNA in police work. Though 
standards should in theory help us 
narrow down the coverage, the lack 
of specificity in the language of the 
standards invariably favors inclusion 
rather than exclusion of topics. One 
can quite easily make a case that all 
of the concepts listed above fall under 
the relevant state standards, which 
includestatements suchas,“knowthat 
every organism has a set of genetic 
instructions”, “identify and explain 
inheritable characteristics”, “describe 
how traits are inherited”, “recognize 
that mutations can alter a gene”, and 
“describe how … genetic technolo
gies can change genetic makeup”. 
Lest these topic-level statements 
not be inclusive enough, there are 
always some “catch-all” topic-gen
eral standards under broad headings 
such as, “Science, Technology, and 
Human Endeavors”, with inclusive 
statements like, “explain how human 
ingenuity and technology resources 
satisfy specific human needs and im
prove the quality of life.” The lack of 
specificity in standards all but ensured 
that the textbooks will always “cover” 
standards-based topics. 

Second, do the test items align 
with the topics in the standards? From 
the CTBS tests, we identified all test 
items that demanded specific content 
knowledge and matched them with 
appropriate topics (inter-rater reli
ability 85%, disagreements resolved 
by consensus). All of the content-
based items in the 6th grade science 
test in CTBS fall within �6 of the 30 

As our nation’s science 
education crosses the 
threshold of accountability 
testing, it is imperative 
to build, at whatever 
level feasible—by state, 
by district, by school, or 
by science department 
if need be—a coherent 
and operational system 
of alignment among 
everyday teaching, 
content standards, and 
assessments. 

total clusters. This alignment between 
test and standards is expected given 
the general “inclusiveness” of the 
standards language. For example, the 
6th grade test included two test items in 
the general topic area of “gravity and 
movements in the solar system”. One 
item asks about the causes of tide and 
the other compares all nine planets’ 
orbiting times. Easily, the topic and 
level of these two items align with the 
standards. The problem is, so would 
many other possible test items. What 
about the causes of day and night, 
summerandwinter, sunriseandsunset, 
changes in length of daylight, or the 
comparisons of gravitational force on 
each planet and the moon? How does 
a teacher know which of these many 
topics need to be taught deeply when 
there is no time to teach all of them 
equally in-depth? None of these ideas 
are trivial, by any means. The famous 
“Private Universe” video shows 
how Harvard graduates and faculties 
stumble on these supposedly“middle
school” science questions. 

This leads to our last question— 
does the instructional material used in 

a particular year cover what is needed 
to perform on the test items used for 
thesameyear?Thiswouldseemhighly 
unlikely considering that the textbook 
is published before the test was ever 
made and by a different publisher. But 
like magic, the majority of the test 
items fall within the topics covered 
by the textbook (Table 3). Both the 
textbook and the test seemed to have 
passed the muster of “standards
based” alignment. Can we simply 
follow the instructional materials and 
be confident that, if we teach by these 
materials, our students would achieve 
on these aligned tests? 

Based on our in-class observations 
and interviews with �4 science teach
ers across 6 schools within the paro
chial district, we hear one unanimous 
message from all teachers: “I don’t 
have enough time to teach everything. 
I start slow but thenhave to rush things 
through and try to get as much done 
as I can.” Referring back to Table 3, it 
is easy to see why this would happen. 
The 30 content topics are meant for 
all four grade levels from 5th through 
8th grade. They are not designed to be 
taught in a single grade level. The 6th 

grade textbook, for examples, covers 
�4of the30clusters.This is theamount 
of coverage of all general science 
textbook we surveyed, regardless of 
grade levels. So teachers are repeating 
many topics year after year, yet each 
time could not afford to spend more 
than a few class periods on each les
son unit. This echoes the depictions of 
the “mile wide, inch deep” curriculum 
in the TIMSS report on U.S. Science 
Education (Schmidt, McKnight, & 
Raizen, �997). Nearly a decade af
ter NSES and seven years after “A 
Splintered Vision”, we see ghosts of 
pre-standards days materialize in our 
schools, or perhaps, they never left. In 
this system,wemaybeable tospeakof 
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Table 3 
The alignment among textbook, test, and content standards in 6th Grade 

�� 

3 

3 

Table 4 
CTBS test coverage in life science across four grade levels 

Note. Numbers in cell represent the number of test items per year and the corresponding 
initial weight on the curriculum plan. 

alignment and coverage, but certainly 
not mastery and understanding. 

Specificity, Transparency, 
and Professionalism 

In this article, we presented our 
search for alignment and its problem
atic relationship to the persisting test 
gap.Wearguethat,amongstall instruc-
tional issues facing scienceeducation, 

theone that exerts themost substantial 
impact on the lasting achievement 
gap is the “mile-wide, inch-deep” 
curriculum. This problem is cre
ated by superficial alignments among 
standards, tests, and instructional 
materials. It squashes opportunities 
to innovate, experiment, and plan. As 
our nation’s science education crosses 
the thresholdofaccountability testing, 

it is imperative to build, at whatever 
level feasible—by state, by district, 
by school, or by science department if 
need be—a coherent and operational 
system of alignment among everyday 
teaching, content standards, and as
sessments. Such a solution needs to 
account for and address the issues of 
specificity and transparency we have 
raised. Rhetorical arguments andmar
keting slogans are simply not useful in 
the search for such an alignment. We 
need to do the grunt work. We need to 
plan lessons topic by topic, measure 
progress assessment by assessment, 
and track performancegradebygrade, 
in order to narrow the achievement 
gap using our scarce resources and 
ever more precious time. 
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�003 are available at http://timss. 
bc.edu.The complete setof released 
NAEP items, scoring sheets, and 
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are available at http://nces.ed.gov/ 
nationsreportcard/itmrls/. 
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Karen E. Irving 

The Impact of Educational

Technology on Student Achievement:


Assessment of and for Learning
 
Theauthorexplorescurrent effortsbyeducatorsand policymakers toharness 
the power of educational technology for both assessment of learning and 
assessment for learning in K-�� classrooms.
 

In thiseraofaccountabilitybrought 
about through international compari
sons that pit the U.S. against other na
tionsandtestingrequirementsresulting 
from legislation such as No Child Left 
Behind(U.S.DepartmentofEducation 
(USDOE), �00�) educators, adminis
tratorsandpolicymakers requiremore 
efficientandeffectiveways tomeasure 
andanalyzestudentachievementdata. 
Moreover, individuals at the local 
and state levels look to teachers and 
district leaders to use these analyses to 
benefit future outcomes. The pressure 
for accountability affects states and 
districts aswell asclassroomteachers. 
This article explores current efforts by 
educatorsandpolicymakers toharness 
the power of educational technol
ogy for both assessment of learning 
and assessment for learning in K-�� 
classrooms.Thefirst sectiondescribes 
efforts toutilize technologyforstudent 
achievement testing, an assessment 
of learning. Issues addressed include 
high-stakes and low-stakes testing, 
issues for classroom implementation, 
test preparation programs, special 
education populations, and adaptive 
testing. The second section outlines 
the responses of states, districts and 
schools to the accountability pres

sures related to data storage, analysis, 
reporting and data informed decision 
making. The last section focuses on 
the role of technology in networked 
science and mathematics classrooms 
where immediate feedback devices 
provide teachers with formative as
sessment information about student 
learning to guide instructional strate
gies. In a connected classroom, the 
assessment intends to help students 
learn. The critical difference between 
assessmentof learning andassessment 
for learning lies at the heart of current 
educational technology use in science 
classrooms. 

Educational Technology 
for Testing

The increased testing requirements 
of the “No Child Left Behind” Act 
(�00�) resulted in serious efforts to 
develop statewide computer-based 
testing programs to assess student 
learning. As of the �004-�005 school 
year, �6 states have statewide com-
puter-based testing programs in place 
while 4 additional states are piloting 
theseprograms (Fox,�005).Therapid 
response, prompt retake possibilities 
for students close to the cut-off scores 
and easily captured data provided by 

The critical difference 
between assessment of 
learning and assessment for 
learning lies at the heart of 
current educational 
technology use in science 
classrooms. 

computer-based testing programs 
provide school districts with several 
advantages. On a practical level, these 
programs allow schools to gather data 
to meet the requirements of federal 
mandates.More importantly theymay 
provide educators necessary informa
tion to individualize learning plans 
for students. Unlike their more tradi
tional predecessors that often require 
extensive time for scoring and data 
distribution,computer-basedtestspro
vide immediate feedback on student 
achievement. 

However, statewide computer-
based testingcomeswithacost.While 
technologycanstreamlineassessment 
and provide needed information for 
documentationrelated toaccountabili
ty requirements, schoolsneedcomput
ers for students to takeelectronic tests. 
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Budgetdeficits threaten to trumpthese 
initiatives. Inaddition tohardwareand 
software costs, school systems must 
wrestle with issues of test security to 
limit potential for invalidating scores 
on high-stakes tests. Students across 
the state must take the test in a limited 
time frame and with similar testing 
conditions to ensure the fairness of 
the test. Variations in equipment 
across schools and districts further 
complicate the issue. Comparisons 
of test results from paper and pencil 
tests versus computer-based tests on 
modern or out-dated equipment in
troduce important variables into the 
evaluation process (Olson, �003). As 
anatural consequenceof these factors, 
somestateshavedevelopedonline test 
preparation programs to help improve 
student scores. As of �003, twelve 
states already had computer-based 
practice exams available to help stu
dent prepare for state-mandated tests 
(Borja, 2003). 
Low-stakes diagnostic computer-

based tests offer possibilities for im
proving student performance without 
many of the issues related to their 
high-stakescounterparts.Someeduca
torsbelieve that successon low-stakes 
tests portends improved performance 
on high-stakes tests. Further, teachers 
are therecipientsofseveraladvantages 
of classroom computerized testing 
such as decreased time grading papers 
and efficient assessment of student 
learning. Limitations of this approach 
(many of which also apply to high 
stakes testing environments) include 
the need for classroom sets of com
puters, difficulties with test security 
(secure sites that cannot be hacked 
into by enterprising students), and test 
sites with easy visibility of computer 
screens for wandering student eyes. 
However, as test banks become more 
sophisticated several limitations have 

Some educators believe 
that success on low-stakes 
tests portends improved 
performance on high-stakes 
tests. 

been effectively eliminated. Teachers 
can now prepare multiple versions of 
assessment instruments for standard 
multiple choice, true-false or fill in 
theblank typequestions,butquestions 
that require essay style answers or 
complex multi-step problem solving 
items continue to present difficul 
ties for computer-based testing and 
evaluation systems. The efficiencies 
of time afforded teachers by computer 
evaluation of tests are lost for these 
higher level assessment items (Gal
ley, �003). 

Educational technology introduces 
both issues and advantages for mea
suring student achievement in special 
education classrooms. Advances 
such as assistive technologies have 
improved students with disabilities’ 
opportunities to fully participate in the 
classroom(Hitchcock,Meyer,Rose,& 
Jackson,2002;Rose,2001).Theuseof 
computer-based testing technologies 
extends these possibilities by intro
ducing tools such as spell-checkers or 
reading machines. For example, hear
ing impaired students in Oregon may 
select from English, American Sign 
Language or both in testing situations. 
Students with visual impairments or 
readingdisabilitiesmaytake testswith 
text readers in Massachusetts, but the 
cost and limitations of text reading 
programs limits this possibility for 
general education students. Text read
ers still encounter problems with non 
standardsymbolssuchasGreek letters 
or equations found in mathematics or 
science (Goldstein, �003). 

Exploration of new technology
basedassessmentsystemswithspecial 
educationpopulationsprovideseduca
tors with insights that promise to ben
efit both regular and special education 
students. Indiana’s use of annual vid
eotapes of oral reading ability as part 
of an electronic portfolio assessment 
representsacreativeuseofeducational 
technology to provide a unique and 
highly individualized view of student 
achievementoveramulti-year period. 
The use of these electronic portfolios 
has the added benefit of greatly reduc
ing the extensive paperwork needed 
to document student performance, a 
common grievance of special educa
tors, and provides special educators 
the opportunity to easily share IDEA
mandatedevidenceofstudentprogress 
with parents (Goldstein, �003). 

Another important area of research 
and test development is adaptive 
testing. In these situations, student’s 
previousperformancedeterminessub
sequentquestionsprovidingeducators 
with useful diagnostic information. 
Adaptive testing allows students to 
self-pace,providesasuitablechallenge 
foreach learner, rewardsstudenteffort 
with immediate feedback, improves 
test security issues due to the dif
ferentiated nature of each sequence 
of items, and offers the advantage of 
multimediaoptions inquestiondesign 
such as the inclusion of text, graphs, 
images, video and animations (Dun
kel, 1999). These forms of testing, 
however, do not meet the demands of 
NCLB to assess each student against 
stateestablishedgrade level standards. 
South Dakota’s adaptive online test
ing program, for example, serves as a 
voluntary resource for schools while 
educators administer a paper and 
pencil test to satisfy NCLB legislation 
(Olson, �003; Trotter, �003). 
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Educational Technology 
and Data Management

A critical advantage of computer-
based testing programs is their readily 
accessible stores of data.Teachers and 
policymakersneed toaccess, analyze, 
andinterpret studentachievementdata 
if these resources are to guide deci
sion making and strategy selection to 
improve student learning. Expensive 
and complex data management sys
tems focused on meeting the reporting 
requirements of the NCLB legislation 
offer the promise of easily available 
student information including de
mographic information for reporting 
purposes and student achievement 
information. In a survey of state of
ficials, 15states responded that NCLB 
requirements influenced decisions 
to obtain more sophisticated data 
management systems (Hoff, �005). 
The North Carolina Window of Infor
mation on Student Education or NC 
WISE represents an example of these 
newdatamanagementsystemsandthe 
challenges of developing them. The 
NC-WISE implementation program 
for this $53 million project called for 
a two-phase approach over a multi-
year time span, which was initially 
launched in �999 and is scheduled to 
be fully operational in �,�64 public 
schoolsby�007.Whencompleted this 
data management system will capture 
a wide range of essential student data, 
integrate classroom, instructional and 
administrative tasks,provide informa 
tion directly to teachers, and support 
schoolwidefunctionssuchasschedul
ing, transcript management, auditing 
andstudentservices(Hoff,�005;Reitz 
& Winter, �004). 

Similarly, educators anticipate a 
data management tool in Ohio to aid 
in preparation of individualized edu
cational plans to help high-school stu

dents pass state mandated exit exams. 
Analysis of student’s test results will 
point toareasofstudent’sstrengthsand 
weaknesses and suggest strategies to 
helpstudents improve their test scores. 
AnotherOhioState data-management 
longitudinal project creates reports on 
individual students as they progress 
from grade 3 to grade 8 (Hoff, �005). 
Similar projects have been proposed 
in both Arizona and Hawaii to expand 
current student data systems to im
prove the quality of data and teacher 
access to data (Hoff, �005). 

The demand for more transparent 
and student centered uses of data 
about every aspect of the educational 
process has increased the necessity 
for databases that talk easily to each 
other. In the past, data tended to flow 
upstream, from local schools to dis-

As data needs continue to 
grow and become more 
complex, the standard 
issues of cost and available 
infrastructure are coupled 
with issues of making a 
wide variety of data 
available to many different 
audiences. 

tricts to states to the federal govern
ment. If schools and teachers expect 
to use these data to affect school wide 
orclassroomdecisionmaking, thedata 
must flow equally well in both direc
tions.Disparatecomputersystemsthat 
do not communicate well with each 
other interfere with this data flow. In 
addition, the wide audience for educa
tional data impacts choices about the 
type of data to collect and the method 
used for storage. Users representing 
varied constituencies such as the US 

Department of Education, state and 
district policy makers and educational 
agencies, schooladministrators, class
room teachers, students, parents and 
community and corporate partners 
complicate the situation due to their 
varying intended uses includingmeet
ing NCLB reporting requirements, in
formingparentsandstudentsregarding 
school choice, guiding administrators 
and teachers on school curriculum, 
tracking individual student progress, 
and helping each of these constituents 
determine how to invest their time and 
resources (Palaich, Good, & van der 
Ploeg, �004). 
The type of data collected influ

ences its potential impact for decision 
making. Many argue that the current 
infrequent standardized high-stakes 
test data collected by states offer 
insufficient detail to guide teacher 
classroom strategy choice (Seltzer, 
Bryk, & Frank, 1994; Seltzer, Choi, 
& Thum, �003; Wainer, Hambleton, 
& Meara, �999). The yearly grade or 
school improvementdatamandatedby 
NCLBprovidevolatiledata thatdonot 
serve as a reliable indicator of school 
performance (Kane & Staiger, �00�; 
Linn&Haug,�00�). Inaddition,older 
databases often use events such as 
enrollment dates or testing schedules 
as organizational schemes which are 
not useful for classroom level deci
sion making. Schools need access to 
individual student records to facilitate 
student-based decisions. Some states, 
including Michigan, Indiana, Illinois 
and Wisconsin have either already 
built statewide data bases or are in the 
process of doing so. Concerns about 
student privacy rights as spelled out 
in the Federal Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act (FERPA) (U.S. Depart
ment of Education, n.d.) have delayed 
this process in some cases (Palaich et 
al., �004). 
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In summary, growing accountabil
ity pressures to collect, store, analyze 
andreporteducationaldataaswellas to 
generatedata-basededucationalpolicy 
provide the force behind the growing 
use of statewide computer-based test
ing programs and sophisticated data 
management systems. 

As data needs continue to grow and 
become more complex, the standard 
issues of cost and available infrastruc
ture are coupled with issues of mak
ing a wide variety of data available 
to many different audiences. Elected 
officials, policy makers and educators 
need sophisticated technical expertise 
to grapple with the challenges of 

Connected classroom 
systems offer opportunities 
for improved formative 
assessment through 
questioning and immediate 
feedback, which has the 
potential for affording 
teachers the necessary 
information to tailor 
instruction to meet student 
needs. 

compatibility and information flow 
in designing and implementing these 
data management systems. Evolv
ing educational data needs require 
thoughtful solutions. 

Formative Assessment in 
Connected Classrooms 

While the present focus on stan
dardized testing and data collection 
and management offers both assis
tance and obstacles related to sup
portingstudent learning, standardized 
testingfallsshortofprovidingteachers 

with appropriate data to support daily 
decisions in the classroom. Teach
ers have long struggled to develop 
mechanisms for monitoring student 
progress toward understanding and 
are often frustrated by the quality of 
information gained through normal 
classroom processes. 

Some have questioned whether the 
current interest and concern in school 
accountability can lead to improved 
student achievement. These issues 
may also overshadow more complex 
matters such as educators’ efforts to 
motivate all students to want to learn 
or to increase students perceptions 
of their capability to learn (Stiggins, 
�00�). While the assessment commu
nityfocusesonevermoresophisticated 
measures of student achievement 
and works diligently to ensure reli
able and valid measures of student 
achievement, perhaps another worthy 
goal would be to maximize the posi
tive impact of test scores on student 
learning. That is, perhaps these efforts 
should be dedicated to assessment for 
learning. 
A different kind of educational 

technology use intended to support 
student achievement occurs in the 
connected classroom. Connected 
classroom technology refers to a net
worked system of personal comput
ers or handheld devices specifically 
designed to be used in a classroom 
for interactive teaching and learn
ing. These networked technologies 
include response systems, classroom 
communication systems, and newer 
systems included under the name 
CATAALYST (Classroom Aggrega
tion Technology for Activating and 
Assessing Your Students’ Thinking) 
(Roschelle, Penuel, & Abrahamson, 
�004). Connected classroom systems 
offer opportunities for improved 
formative assessment through ques

tioning and immediate feedback, 
which has the potential for affording 
teachers the necessary information 
to tailor instruction to meet student 
needs (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Fuchs 
& Fuchs, �986). One mode of instruc
tion in connected classrooms involves 
students beaming answers to a receiv
ing station with an accompanying 
anonymous display of histograms of 
student answer choices. Data logs of 
student responses can be archived for 
later teacher analysis. Discourse that 
occurs in a safe environment through 
the public examination of problem 
solving and alternative conceptions 
helps students understand their role 
as critical listeners and thinkers in 
the classroom (Artzt & Yaloz-Femia, 
�999). In the connected classroom, 
teacher adaptive expertise forms the 
critical foundation for formative as
sessmentpractices thatprovideneeded 
information to monitor student’s 
incremental progress and keep them 
orientedonthepath todeepconceptual 
understanding. 

The effectiveness of the connected 
classroom technology, as with all in
structional tools, depends on the skill 
of the instructor. 

Formativeassessmentcoupledwith 
wellorchestratedclassroomdiscourse 
informs teacher practice by providing 
a window into both what and how 
students are thinking. Unlike sum
mative assessment that occurs after 
completion of instruction, formative 
assessment is ongoing and low stakes. 
The focus of this kind of assessment 
is often shifted from the right answer 
to the reasoning that led to the answer. 
In a connected classroom, students 
are informed about their classmates 
thinkingprocesses,andstudentswitha 
minority opinion see that they are not 
alone. Connected classroom environ
ments support positive student think
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ing habits such as seeking alternative 
representations forproblems,compar
ing and contrasting different solution 
strategies, andexplaininganddescrib
ing problem solving strategies. These 
habits support active engagement and 
intellectualgrowth(Dufresne,Gerace, 
Mestre, & Leonard, �000). 

In a traditional classroom, teachers 
collect student work, evaluate it by 
hand, and return the papers to students 
several days later (Figure �). In many 
cases,studentshaveforgottenthepoint 
of the assignment and teachers experi
ence difficulty correcting conceptual 
problems days after instruction on 
the topic. With the pace of instruction 
continuing unabated, student naïve 
understandings accumulate resulting 
in increasing challenges for student 
achievement. In science and math
ematics where conceptions build in
crementally, delayed feedback proves 
particularly damaging. In connected 
classrooms, display of aggregated 
student results occurs shortly after 
students submit their individual work. 
Displays can give powerful clues to 
what students are doing, thinking, and 
understanding (Roschelle, Penuel, & 
Abrahamson, �004). The teacher has 
immediateinformationandcanusethis 
to adjust instruction. Assignments can 
be smaller but more frequent—for ex
ample, requests to answer a question, 
solve a problem, state a position, write 
an equation, give a reason, participate 
in a simulation, or play a learning 
game (Stroup et al., 2002; Wilensky 
& Stroup, �000, �00�). If the teacher 
chooses, aggregate class results can 
be displayed, students receive im
mediate private and non-threatening 
feedback in a way that encourages 
reflections and classroom discourse 
(Abrahamson, Davidian, & Lippai, 
�00�; Dufresne, Gerace, Leonard, 
Mestre, & Wenk, 1996). 

Researchers have found that in a 
connected classroom, students are 
more likely to actively engage in the 
learningprocess.Studentattitudesand 
motivation improve as teachers focus 
on conceptual understanding. Quick 
attention to alternative understand
ing changes the student experience 
in science and mathematics from 
memorization of large quantities of 
facts to understanding the relation
ships between concepts (Dufresne et 
al., �996). 

In connected classrooms, 
display of aggregated 
student results occurs 
shortly after students 
submit their individual 
work. 

Present educational policy focuses 
on inputs to the educational system— 
students, teachers, resources, man
agement, standards, and preparation 
for high stakes test. The assumption 
behind the input argument rests with 
the logic that changing these inputs 
will change the desired outputs—in
creasedstudentachievement, strategic 
learners,highlyqualifiedworkers, and 
contented teachers. The pedagogy of 
the connected classroom addresses a 
significantcomponentofwhat teachers 
and students do inside the black box 
of their classroom (Black & Wiliam, 
�998). Inquiry and problem-solving 
approaches often leave unanswered 
the question of what students have 
learnedfromtheseexperiences.Teach
ers need tools to better understand 
their students’learning as they engage 
their students in learning experiences. 
While classroom discourse processes 
have been examined as catalysts for 

fostering student active cognitive en
gagement and vehicles for assessing 
student understanding, the connected 
classroom offers tools for data col
lection and display that support these 
efforts. These tools provide a window 
intoa learner’spriorandpresentunder
standingsandfeedback loops that sup
port teacher’s instructional decision 
makingandmonitoring.Both teachers 
and students learn during instruction. 
Through constant observation and 
monitoring for understanding, teach
ers and learners may alter the course 
of the learning experience at critical 
junctures in the learning process and 
impact outcomes. 

Two important research studies 
with connected classroom technol
ogy are currently underway in the 
United States: �) the 5-year NSF
funded(TPC-0456��4,�005)Teacher 
Learning of Technology-Enhanced 
Formative Assessment project by 
Leonard, Gerace, Beatty and Feldman 
at the Scientific Reasoning Research 
Institute, University of Massachu
setts Amherst, and �) the 4-year, IES 
funded Classroom Connectivity in 
Promoting Student Achievement in 
Mathematics and Science Achieve-
ment project by Owens, Abrahamson, 
Pape, Irving, and Demana at The Ohio 
State University (R305K050045). 
The Massachusetts team hopes to 
better understand teacher learning 
of technology-enhanced formative 
assessment, to understand effective 
and efficient methods of teacher pro
fessional development for connected 
classrooms, and to develop tools and 
techniquesfor theevaluationof teacher 
pedagogy in connected classroom en
vironments. The project at Ohio State 
is an interdisciplinary research study 
focused on teaching and learning of 
mathematics and science at the 7th to 
�0th grade levelswithanationalsample 
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Figure 1. 
Traditional versus connected classroom 

Traditional Classroom 
Teacher assigns work. Students complete and submit. Teacher evaluates and returns. Students see individual work. 

Time: several days 

Networked Classroom 
Teacher assigns work. Students complete and submit to connected classroom network. Computer aggregates and displays. 
Students and teacher see aggregated class data as well as individual work. 

Time: minutes 

of teachers using the TI-Navigator 
connected classroom hardware. This 
project includes a randomized cross-
over trial design where the control 
group is sequentially exposed to the 
intervention.The projectwillmeasure 
student achievement in algebra � and 
physical science, student motivation, 
studentdispositions towardmathemat
ics and science and self-regulated 
learning over a four year period for 
up to �45 teachers and their students. 
Both of these projects promise to offer 
scientifically-basedevidencetofurther 
support the claims made for increased 

student motivation, engagement, and 
achievement in connected classroom 
environments. 

Conclusions 
Educators, policy makers, parents, 

and community members wish to 
maximize student achievement in the 
United States in science, mathematics 
andmanyotherdisciplines.Toachieve 
this goal, both assessment of learning 
and assessment for learning must 
play important roles.Computer-based 
statewide testing programs, reliable 
andvalidmeasuresofstudent learning, 

and comprehensive data management 
systemsthat facilitate theflowof infor
mation between stakeholders support 
the goal of assessment of learning. 
Assessment programs sensitive to the 
needs of students in both the regular 
and special education populations 
provide insight into student learning 
over time and begin our efforts toward 
assessment for learning. Innovations 
suchasconnectedclassroomtechnolo
gies, however, offer greater potential 
for improvedformativeassessment for 
classroomteacherson thefront linesof 
assessment for learning. In both cases 
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the issue resolves to using reliable 
data to make decisions, whether at the 
state, district, or school level, or the 
classroom teacher level. Educational 
technology provides a powerful tool 
to gather, organize, and analyze data. 
Teachers and policy makers need the 
expertise to responsibly use these data 
to benefit all our students. 
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Mistilina Sato, Vicki Baker, Elaine Fong, 
Joni Gilbertson, Tracey Liebig, Neil Schwartzfarb 

Changing Mindsets
About Classroom Assessment 

A group of middle school science teachers and a university researcher 
recount some of their experiences as they individually and collectively 
worked toward improving their everyday assessment practices to better 
support student learning. 

Everydayclassroomassessmenthas 
theunleashedpotential tohelpstudents 
improvetheirperformanceanddeepen 
their learning. With much public and 
political attention focusing on sum
mative assessments of what students 
know and are able to do at benchmark 
years through state testing programs, 
relativelylittleattentionhasbeengiven 
to the formative assessment that takes 
place in theday-to-dayinteractionsbe
tween teacher and students and among 
students. In their reviewofhundredsof 
empirical studies of classroom-based 
assessment, Black and Wiliam (1998) 
concluded that formative assessment 
practices are an important and signifi
cant contributor to improving student 
achievement and learning. But how 
canteachersbegin tograpplewith their 
own everyday assessment practices 
and bring greater attention to using 
assessment to support learning? This 
paper describes how a group of middle 
school science teachers working with 
a team of researchers from Stanford 
University in the Classroom Assess
ment Project to Improve Teaching and 
Learning(CAPITAL)began to rethink 
the purposes of assessment and how 
to use assessment information in their 
classrooms. The teacher co-authors 
recount some of their experiences 

as they individually and collectively 
worked through a process of change 
toward improving their everyday as
sessment practices to better support 
student learning. Additional findings 
from CAPITAL have been summa
rized elsewhere (Atkin et al., 2005; 
Coffey et al., �005; Sato et al., �005). 
The following experience described 
by Tracey summarizes a shift in her 
thinking in the purposes of assessment 
in her practice. 

A Changed View of the 
Purposes of Classroom 

Assessment: 
Tracey’s Experience

I just returned from the California 
ScienceTeacher’sAssociation(CSTA) 
Convention. After reflecting on my 
experienceat theconvention, I realized 
Iviewedtheevent throughmychanged 
assessment eyes. The summative as
pects of assessment have always been 
clear to me—grading students’ work, 
giving tests at the end of a unit, assign
ing culminating projects—as a way 
to know if my students “got it” after 
all the teaching and instruction were 
done. I have come to see assessment 
in my teaching practices as serving a 
new kind of purpose. The formative 

side of assessment keeps me focused 
not only on what students learned after 
I have taught them, but also on how I 
can support students’ learning while 
I am teaching them. 

Whileonthe train to theconvention, 
two teachers recognized my confer
ence materials and paper grading and 
joined me for a chat. We exchanged 
pleasantries as we all graded papers. 
I was grading an end of unit test. This 
was the first “traditionally” graded 
feedback my students would get this 
school year and it was already the end 
of October. This assignment was pre
ceded by several topic-specific “ques
tions of the day” that I had stamped 
when completed and students had 
corrected; quizzes that had been self-
assessed by the students using class 
examples that showed varied degrees 
of understanding of the concepts; and 
a project that had been self, peer, and 
teacher assessed using a checklist of 
criteria, then revised and reworked 
until the criteria for the project had 
been met by the students. The tests I 
was scoring showed that the majority 
of students had met the criteria and 
they demonstrated understanding of 
the science standards on which we 
had focused. 

My fellow train riders were not so 
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pleased with their students’ efforts. 
One mumbled about his students’lack 
of effort, the other about a colleague 
whoallowedopenbook tests, andboth 
lamented the lack of parent support 
for their students’ success. Both of 
them were grading the student work 
without giving comments to the stu
dents. One of the teachers marked the 
incorrect labelsonaskeletondiagram. 
As I watched this practice, I asked 
myself, “Will that red mark correct 
the misnamed bone for the student? 
What would the marks on the paper 
and the grade on the top do for the 
student? Would the student study his 
mistakes?” 
As I asked myself these questions, 

I realized that I had once marked pa
pers similarly to how I was observing 
these teachers on the train mark their 
students’ papers. I assigned work, 
collected it, marked it, and handed it 
back. What had all of this work on my 
part, as the teacher, really done for the 
students? The questions I now asked 
myself were much less about why 
the students didn’t “get it” after I had 
laboriously taught them and checked 
their work. I wondered about how the 
assignments given to students could 
be supported with feedback and sug 
gestions for revision that would help 
students make progress in their under
standing and skill development. 
AsIattendedworkshopsthroughout 

the conference my questions about 
learning goals and methods of sup
porting students toward those goals 
through formative assessment were 
unleashed. I attended a session about 
buildingclassroomhabitats, sincecar
ing for classroom animals and plants 
appealed to me. The ideas presented 
in theworkshopcenteredonmanaging 
students and materials in cooperative 
groups. I was struck by how little at
tention was given to what the students 

I wondered about how the 
assignments given to 
students could be supported 
with feedback and 
suggestions for revision that 
would help students make 
progress in their 
understanding and skill 
development. 

might learn from the activities involv
ing the living animals and plants. The 
absence of content or learning goals 
in the workshop conversation felt like 
a huge gaping hole to me. In my con
versations with colleagues, we have 
come to begin our conversations with 
what it is we want the students to learn 
through the activities and experiences 
we plan in our classrooms. 

The presenter brought up peer 
assessment briefly and this caught 
my attention. He discussed peer as
sessment as a process of one student 
grading another student using an A, 
B, or C grade; a grade lower than a C 
should not be given in order to protect 
students’self esteem according to this 
presenter. Inside me, the questions 
bubbled up: “What criteria do the 
students use to assess one another? 
What does meeting the criteria look 
like? Can the students revise their 
work after the peer assessment? Why 
do students have to give each other 
grades? Will the students have an op
portunity to discuss their work with 
one another during the peer review 
process? How is this peer assessment 
different from the teacher assigning a 
grade to the work? Will the students 
really be fooled by the grading scale 
that ends at C?” The assessment focus 
of my questions brought up not only 

issues of how I would know that my 
students “got it,” but also helped me 
think about how my instruction could 
be designed to support the learning 
while I was teaching. 

CAPITAL: An Action 
Approach to Changing 


Classroom Practices
 
The group of teachers co-authoring 

this paper are from the New Haven 
Unified School District in Union 
City, California. They are one group 
from among the twenty-five teachers 
who participated in CAPITAL dur
ing its four years of National Science 
Foundationsupport (NSFGrantREC
9909370). CAPITAL staff and this 
group of teachers worked together 
during the �000-�00� school years, 
meeting regularly to discuss their cur
rentandchangingassessmentpractices 
through a process of collaborative ac
tionresearch.TeachersusedCAPITAL 
meetings to share classroom practices 
they were trying and to delve into 
the underlying reasons guiding their 
choices. The university staff intro
ducedresearchfindingsandideasfrom 
other teachers into the conversations, 
raised questions for the group or an 
individual toconsider,andparticipated 
in the discussions. 

Severalaspectsofclassroom-based 
assessment influenced the work of 
CAPITAL. Substantial research sug
gests that greater student learning and 
higher task performance are achieved 
byprovidingtask-orientedfeedbackto 
students (Butler,1987;Crooks,1988), 
eliciting information from students 
through assignments and discussion 
as a means of gauging where students 
are in their progress toward a goal 
(Duschl & Gitomer, �997), and pro
viding opportunities for students to 
peer- or self-assess their work prior 
to submitting it for teacher evaluation 
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(Schunk, 1996). Research on learning 
also suggests that understanding is 
strengthenedwhen the learner isasked 
to take an active part in determining 
what he or she understands and how 
he or she came to that understanding 
through reflection and metacognitive 
opportunities through talk and writing 
(National Research Council, �000; 
Palincsar & Brown, �984; Scardama
lia,Bereiter,&Steinbach,�984;White 
& Frederiksen, 1998). 

Substantial research 
suggests that greater 
student learning and 
higher task performance 
are achieved by providing 
task-oriented feedback to 
students 

CAPITAL viewed teachers as 
practitioners who employ practical 
reasoning, or reasoning directed to
ward taking principled action, in their 
professional work (Gauthier, 1963; 
Schon, �983). The university staff did 
notapproach theworkwith teachersas 
aprocessofreportingresearchfindings 
and expecting the teachers to employ 
specificstrategiesor techniquesintheir 
classrooms. As a group of researchers 
and teachers working together, we 
exploredhowtheassessmentpractices 
institutedintheclassroomsmadesense 
for the differing needs of the students 
and aligned with the priorities of the 
teacher-as-person and the context in 
which the teachers worked. Within 
the group from New Haven Unified 
School District, all five teachers ex
pressedfundamentalshifts inboththeir 
practice and their mindsets about the 
role that assessment played in their 
classrooms. The three experiences 

described below provide illustrative 
examples of some of the changes in 
assessment practice and changes in 
beliefs about assessment. The reader 
should also note how the teachers de
scribethedynamicinteractionbetween 
their actions and beliefs. 

Knowing What My 
Students Are Thinking: 
Vicki’s Experience

Almost every day, I want to know 
how my students are doing and what 
they are thinking. One method I use 
to gather this information from my 
students is the “question of the day.” 
The question of the day is a question 
that I put on the board every day and 
it is meant to either get my students 
thinking about the concept I am about 
to teachor to reviewaconceptwehave 
learned the day before. 
When it was first introduced to 

me as a new teacher as a behavior 
control technique, the purpose was 
to get students on task as soon as they 
walked in the classroom door and to 
provide me with some quiet time to 
take attendance; the substance of the 
question or what I would do with the 
student responses was not discussed. 
I found the technique useful to some 
degreeatfirst, but I eventuallystopped 
using it because the questions took 
too much time out of our very short 
class periods. 

Manyyears later, Ihavenowstarted 
using question of the day again, and I 
use it for quite a different purpose than 
classroom management. I choose the 
questions very carefully so that they 
are integral to what we are learning in 
class. I take the time to walk around 
the room, giving feedback to every 
student in the class on their answers. 
Feedback might include comments 
such as: 

“Good job. Can you help Sean? 
He seems to be struggling a 
bit.” 
“You calculated the number 
right, but what units are you 
using there?” 
“I think I know what you’re try
ing to say, but I am not getting 
that from your sentence. Try 
rephrasing it.” 
“That’s a really creative answer. 
Wouldyouwritethatontheboard 
to share with the class?” 

I find that the more I use this tech
nique, the better I get at writing good 
questions and at picking apart the 
concepts that trouble the students. 
As an example, in a recent unit on 
forces for eighth grade, we did a very 
simple lab using a spring scale to pull 
a single book across a table, followed 
by pulling two stacked books across 
the same table, then three books, and 
so on. We graphed the data and found 
that we got a straight line of best fit. 
The next day, I drew the same graph 
on the board for the question of the 
day and wrote: “What does this graph 
tellyou?”Iwasunpleasantlysurprised 
by the responses. 

“That it is a graph of force and 
books.” 
“That force moved the books” 
“That you need force to move 
books.” 

Very few students articulated that 
the graph meant that the greater the 
number of books, the greater the 
force needed to move them. And no 
one explained that the graph, with 
its linear relationship, meant that we 
can determine the force needed to 
pull any number of books. While I 
did not expect to see the second idea 
articulated, I did expect to see the 
first. I think I would have missed this 
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The most valuable thing 
we can do to help with our 
students’ learning is to 
really be there in class, 
giving as much feedback 
as we can directly to the 
students to support them as 
they engage in the learning 
of new concepts and skills. 

aspect of the students’ understanding 
if I had not done a question of the day. 
But now that I knew what the students 
were thinking, I made a mental note to 
give at least one more linear graphing 
opportunity before the unit test. I said 
to many students, “Well, yes, it is a 
graph of books and force, but what 
happens when you add more books?” 
The problem that I had not anticipated 
was the use of the word force as used 
in Star Wars: “The force moved the 
books.” That informed my next ques 
tion of the day, which was, “What’s 
wrong with this sentence?: ‘Force 
moved that chair.’” Before my work 
with CAPITAL, the students would 
have completed the lab and I would 
have expected them to tell me what 
a graph of force versus books meant 
on the unit test. With the immedi
ate assessment opportunity that the 
question of the day offered, I created 
learningopportunities formy students 
to interpret a graph thoroughly and to 
develop a better understanding of the 
idea of force. 

Informing My Instruction: 
Joni’s Experience

I think that I am now giving clearer 
expectations about learning and creat
ing an equal opportunity for all stu

dents to be successful. For me, I have 
begun to see and use assessment as an 
integral part of my instruction. I used 
to think of assessment as something 
that followed instruction: 

instruction ‡ assessment (grading) 

I now see it more like a cycle in 
which assessment outcomes drive 
my instruction, followed by more 
assessment: 

instruction ‡ assessment ‡
teacher reflection on student learn
ing ‡ instruction ‡ assessment 

A recent example from my class
room involved the design of an in-
quiry-based lab on light using light 
boxes, prisms, and lenses. Over three 
days, students investigated thevarious 
properties of light. While the students 
worked with the materials at their lab 
tables, I was able to walk around and 
talk with them about their conceptions 
of light. I frequently encountered 
misconceptions that we addressed 
on the spot, I answered the students’ 
questions, and I gave verbal feedback 
on what I thought they might try next 
to further their understanding. With 
the information I gleaned from my 
one-on-one interactions with the stu
dents and lab groups, I used the whole 
class discussion period to address 
and clarify some information about 
the behavior of light and how some 
of the equipment worked. As a class, 
we then formulated further questions 
for investigation. 

I am using more analysis of student 
work to influence my instruction. I see 
assessment as a tool for me to adjust 
my instruction and to help students 
set directions for their learning, and 
not just as a measure of learning after 
instruction is completed. From this 
new perspective on assessment, I now 
also see that if the instruction is not 

meaningful and rich, the assessment 
willnotbeas reflectiveof thestudents’ 
needs. For example, I do not think I 
would have learned as much about 
my students’understanding of light if 
the work they were doing was based 
on completing a worksheet from the 
textbook materials. Because of this, I 
find that I really question my choice 
of activities and assignments for the 
students. I ask myself, “How is this 
assignment meeting the content stan
dards? What do I want my students 
to learn? What are the key elements 
thatwilldemonstrateunderstanding?” 
I want the opportunity to see and hear 
them thinking so I really am selective 
about what I choose to do with them 
during class timenow. I amclear inmy 
mind about the purpose and expected 
outcomes of the assignment before I 
ever write a lesson plan. 

Evaluating Student Projects: 
Elaine’s Experience

When I assign projects now, I hand 
out two sheets. The first one gives a 
clear explanation or instructions for 
the project. The second sheet is a self-
assessment check off sheet. This sheet 
has everything I am aiming for and 
lookingfor in theproject. If thestudent 
has satisfied all these requirements on 
his or her paper, he or she will have 
earned an “A”. The self-assessment 
tool gives the student the opportunity 
to self-assess the project before giv
ing it to me. The student then knows 
where he or she stands with regard to 
the criteria and can revise whatever 
needs to be revised. In terms of the 
final evaluation of a student’s work, 
if a student turns in a project that does 
not yet meet the criteria set out for 
the project, that student still has the 
opportunity to make the corrections, 
turn it in, and still earn full credit, or 
an “A”. 
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I explained this assessment and 
grading system of projects being ac-
ceptable (i.e., theymeetall thecriteria) 
or unacceptable (i.e., the projectneeds 
revision) to parents at Back to School 
Night and they loved it. So far I have 
not gotten any complaints about fair
ness fromparents.Thisacceptable/not 
acceptable practice has made grading 
a lot quicker and easier for me. I do 
not labor over borderline decisions 
about whether a project merits a “B-“ 
or a “C” grade. I no longer feel bad 
thinking that Joe made a simple error 
and now it is too late for him to earn 
a higher grade or that Maria shows 
little understanding of an idea and it 
is too late for her to revisit it because 
the projects are all submitted. It is not 
too late for either of them. Joe can 
still make corrections after he knows 
what needs to be fixed and he fixes it. 
Maria can still get a tutorial from me 
or a classmate and further develop 
her understanding. In other words, 
everyone still has the opportunity to 
learn and meet the goals. 
My colleagues in CAPITAL first 

started this assessment practice and 
I must admit that, in the beginning, 
I was reluctant to grade projects on 
an acceptable / not acceptable basis. 
I felt that it would not be fair to those 
students who completed their work 
accurately and on time to allow other 
students who needed to make correc
tions to earn the same grade. In our 
group discussions about this practice, 
the focus of the assessment of projects 
wasalsoshiftingmoretowardthedem
onstration of the concepts and skills 
and less on the aesthetic quality of the 
work. Ihaddifficulty justifyinggiving 
a student who turned in an elaborate 
project that demonstrated much effort 
and time spent the same grade as a 
student who turned in a project that 
appeared to be done quickly with less 

I have gotten some of the 
biggest rewards of my 
teaching career by seeing 
the looks of pride and 
smiles that come over the 
faces of students who had 
revised time after time and 
finally got it! 

attention to the overall appearance of 
the work. I feared that this new assess 
ment approach would not provide the 
incentive to students to do the high 
quality work that some of my high 
achieving students produced, know
ing that their grades would be based 
solely on the scientific concepts and 
skills and less on appearance. 
Now I look at it differently. I began 

to ask myself what it was that I really 
valued when I assigned and evalu
ated student work. I have come to the 
conclusion that, for me, the value lies 
in what the students have learned. It 
does not matter that some students 
take longer and others are quick learn
ers or some are better at aesthetically 
expressing themselves than others. Of 
course, I still require my students to 
turn their work in on time and since I 
have instituted these revision oppor
tunities into my practice, the on-time 
turn in rate has been very high—even 
for the students who do not regularly 
turn in their work. I think this was due 
to the fact that the students knew they 
had tohave theirworkprepared for the 
due date in order to be eligible for the 
revision time. They seem more will
ing to revise their work knowing that 
the possibility of earning an “A” for 
demonstrating their understanding is 
still there. The main thing is they learn 
the science concepts and skills we are 
focused on in class and this is what I 

nowthinkofas thecenterofmyassess
ment practices. If they demonstrate 
their understanding or abilities at any 
time, they have met the goals of the 
class and earned that “A”. It took me 
a while to accept that last statement. 
But through lots of conversations with 
my colleagues and slowly trying new 
ideas, I am now finding that this is 
working for my students and for me. 
I even heard myself suggesting this 
assessment approach to a new teacher 
atanassessmentworkshopwerecently 
held in our school. 

Changing Mindsets About 

Classroom Assessment
 
For all five teachers, the general 

shift in thinking about assessment 
was towardmaking learninggoalsand 
expectationsmoreclear to thestudents 
and shifting from an emphasis on 
grading student work after it is com
pleted and submitted to an emphasis 
on providing immediate feedback that 
supports the students while working 
toward the learning goals. Vicki sum
marized this shift: “the most valuable 
thing we can do to help with our stu
dents’ learning is to really be there in 
class, giving as much feedback as we 
can directly to the students to support 
them as they engage in the learning of 
new concepts and skills.” 

All of the teachers instituted the 
strategy of assessing projects using an 
“acceptable / unacceptable” format as 
described by Elaine. As this approach 
to assessing projects spread through
out the group, each teacher made 
modifications to tailor the approach to 
his or her own practice. In the group 
conversations, the teachers described 
this assessment approach as one in 
which feedback to the students was 
more consistent because the standards 
and criteria for the work were more 
clear and focused on the essential 
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conceptual understandings expected 
of students. Joni strongly felt that the 
revision process afforded by the ac
ceptable / not acceptable assessment 
strategy provided a more equitable 
opportunity for learning for all of her 
students: 

I have leveled the learning field. 
At my school, I have many stu
dents who have special learning 
needs, students who might not 
get it thefirstorsecondtime.This 
process allows those students 
to keep trying until I know they 
understand the concepts better. I 
have gotten some of the biggest 
rewards of my teaching career 
by seeing the looks of pride and 
smiles that come over the faces 
of students who had revised time 
after time and finally got it! The 
biggest benefit is that I have few 
students who do not complete 
projects. Since the emphasis is 
on learning and the goal is an 
“A” for accepted, everyone has 
an equal opportunity to achieve 
success. 

From the discussions about as
sessment strategies that are focused 
on learning, the teachers’ mindsets 
about their role as the teacher shifted. 
The conversationsamong the teachers 
began with a fundamental desire to 
reduce the amount of paperwork they 
felt they had to maintain to be fair and 
consistent in calculating grades for 
students. The teachers felt trapped in 
a cycle of collecting homework and 
projects, grading assignments with 
the primary goal of recording a score 
in their grade book, and returning 
the marked papers to the students in 
a timely manner (which, given that 
each of the teachers is in contact with 
approximately �80 students every 
day, this was not always possible). As 

As we open the door for 
students to turn a failure 
into a success, we must 
allow our peers a 
comfortable environment 
to do the same. 

the teachers’ conversations turned to 
discussing ways to make expectations 
clearer to students and their apprecia
tion grew for what information they 
could glean about a student’s under
standing through daily interactions, 
some of the teachers began to play 
a different role in their classrooms. 
The management of paper and grade 
spreadsheets isa responsibility,but the 
amount of time spent on these activi
ties has been greatly reduced in favor 
of time spent designing meaningful 
projects with clear standards, daily 
interactions with students in both one
on-one and whole-class discussions 
centeredonformativeassessment, and 
oncreatingmoreopportunitiesforpeer 
feedback and self assessment. 

This group has also engaged their 
colleagues in conversationabout what 
they have learned in the examination 
of their own practices. These efforts 
to influence change in others, though, 
present their own challenges, as de
scribed by Neil below. 

Challenges in Changing 
Practices: Neil’s Experience

MyCAPITALpeersandIhavebeen 
trying to figure out how to address 
someof theassessment issueswehave 
learned about in our own classrooms 
with other teachers in our district in a 
way that does not sound like we are 
suggesting that they have been doing 
it wrong all these years. Many lunch
time conversations have proven how 

difficult it is to tread these waters. The 
quick wall of, “No, that won’t work 
for me” often pops up at any mention 
of the successes we have experienced 
in our own classrooms. One teacher 
we work with is very caring and con
cernedabouthis students.Hegetsvery 
involved in the success of his students 
as shown in their grades. When his 
students fail,he looksfor interventions 
for the students, but does not look at 
his own teaching or assessment prac
tices. He searches for the difficulty the 
student might have as an individual or 
at home, but he does not view his role 
as actively guiding the student toward 
successful learning. When planning 
together, I am often confronted with 
his resistance to thinking about how 
formative assessment might make 
a difference in what he understands 
about his students’ performance and 
understanding. 
Afterayearandhalfof talkingabout 

assessment related issues and sharing 
some of my new practices during our 
ongoing planning time together, I 
have seen a slow, steady progression 
movinghimfromhis teacher-centered 
approach to his starting to look at what 
the students are learning. He saw our 
excitement and results, and began to 
feel his way into the processes that got 
us there. A year ago, he was not ready 
to adopt completely a new way of 
thinking about assessment as it relates 
to student learning. Now, there is a 
willingness to talkaboutnewideasand 
tailor some for his own classroom. 

In contrast, during one of our 
many lunchtime conversations about 
out teaching another teacher became 
interested in our group’s conversation 
about the acceptable / unacceptable 
assessment practices. She asked some 
questions about how it worked and the 
advantages that we saw. That was all 
it took. A week later, she was sharing 
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her own students’ successes with the 
process. She went from conversation 
to successful implementation without 
any further prodding or discussion. 
She saw the benefits and fit it into her 
practice without any hesitation. 

One of the ways that 
teachers have to make 
sense of their everyday 
activities in their 
classrooms is to talk 
with their colleagues 
about what is going on. 

Whywas thesecondteachersoeasy 
to convince while the others are so 
difficult? As I ponder this I am forced 
to believe that classroom practices are 
the adult equivalent of our students’ 
work. They need to be open for revi
sion and teachers need to know that it 
is okay to admit that their work needs 
revision. As we open the door for stu
dents to turn a failure into a success, 
wemustallowour peersacomfortable 
environment to do the same. I think 
the key to this is realizing that as our 
kids have individual learning needs, 
teachersdo too.Weallhavebuttonswe 
donot like pushedand closetswewant 
to keep closed. We need to foster an 
environment at the school sites where 
trying new practices in the classroom 
is acceptable, open for discussion, and 
an expected way for teachers to get 
better at what they do. We also need 
toprovideopportunities for teachers to 
collaboratewitheachotheronaregular 
basis. One of the ways that teachers 
have to make sense of their everyday 
activities in their classrooms is to talk 
with their colleagues about what is 
going on. We found the collaboration 

part of our work with CAPITAL to be 
an essential part of our learning. 

CAPITAL: A Collaborative 
Approach to Changing 


Classroom Practice
 
As stated earlier, CAPITAL was 

guided by the theoretical perspectives 
of practical reasoning with the teacher 
as the primary driver of the choice of 
action and decision in the classroom. 
Deliberation is the essential process 
of practical reasoning, requiring the 
person who acts to size up the situa
tion and view it with both the desired 
outcome and the appropriate means 
toward thatoutcomeinmind(Schwab, 
�969). The collaborative process of 
sharingideas, receivingfeedbackfrom 
colleagues, and reflecting on practice 
and underlying beliefs with peers was 
a central design feature of CAPITAL 
that enabled the teachers to deliberate 
with their peers as they engaged in the 
process of making changes in their 
daily classroom practices. CAPITAL 
staff intended that thegroupconversa
tions would provide opportunities for 
the teachers to learn not only from 
their own practice, but also from the 
practice of their colleagues (Wenger, 
�998). 

The teachers from New Haven felt 
stronglythat thecollaborationinwhich 
they engaged was a central feature of 
their change process. However, they 
point out that collaboration is not 
something that they knew how “to do” 
simply by virtue of being a teacher. 
When given the time and opportunity 
to work with their peers, the teachers 
pointed out what is often left unasked 
in teacher collaborations. 

Sharing ideas and building les
sons together is really great, but 
no one ever asks, “How do we 
know this lesson will be effec

tive?” In fact, the very question 
would probably be seen as in
sulting. How dare we question 
each other’s effectiveness as 
teachers? The question would 
probably have been met with, 
“We’ll find out when we give 
the test, I guess.” 

The group pointed to the impor
tance of having a facilitator for their 
initial collaborative conversations for 
several purposes. The facilitator kept 
the group focused and on track and 
providedaprocess for thediscussions. 
More importantly, from the group’s 
perspective, the facilitator asked 
probing questions and encouraged 
the teachers to see these questions as 
models for questions they could ask 
one another. The group also described 
how the facilitator helped them pause 
on issues that they might have left 
unexamined. 

For example, someone might 
say, while discussing a lesson, 
“Of course, I can’t talk to every 
student about their grade.” We, 
the teachers, probably would 
have let the statement go, wait
ing instead to hear more about 
the lesson itself. One of the 
facilitator’s jobs is to listen 
for such statements and revisit 
them. So, the facilitator might 
say, “You said you can’t talk to 
every student about his or her 
grade. How do you decide who 
to talk to? How does everyone 
else know about their grades?” 
Some of our most interesting 
discussions came out of state
ments that we revisited through 
probing by the facilitator. 

With the opportunity to not only 
deeply think about their practice and 
to talkabout it with trustedcolleagues, 
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When given the time and 
opportunity to work with 
their peers, the teachers 
pointed out what is often 
left unasked in teacher 
collaborations. 

this group asked each other those typi
callyunaskedquestions.Theybecame 
morecomfortableandadeptatprobing 
each other on the underlying reasons 
for their practical choices. 

CAPITAL set out to help teachers 
bring about changes in their everyday 
assessmentpracticesandtolearnabout 
everydayassessmentfromthese teach
ers’classroomwork.Thefundamental 
shifts inunderstanding thepurposesof 
assessment expressed by the teachers 
were catalyzed by actions they took to 
change theirpracticeand thoseactions 
further informed the teachers’ beliefs 
about the purpose and use of assess
ment information. The collaborative 
process of exchanging ideas, seeking 
reasons for actions, and exploring 
alternative strategies helped these 
teachers make sense of their change 
process and further clarify their own 
underlying beliefs and assumptions 
about the purpose of assessment in 
their classrooms. 
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Emily van Zee 

Teacher Research: Exploring Student 

Thinking and Learning
	

Teachers who conduct research in the context of their own teaching practices 
can contribute to knowledge about reform-based instruction. 

Introduction 
What does it mean for teachers 

to do research? Is forming a fleeting 
question in the midst of teaching an 
act of research? Making copies of 
student work and discussing these 
with colleagues? Videotaping small 
groupactivitiesandwritingaboutwhat 
students said and did? Analyzing per
formance differences among classes 
taught in different ways? Presenting 
or publishing findings about student 
thinking and learning? 

All of the above seem to me to be 
acts of research to be celebrated and 
nurtured (van Zee, �005; van Zee & 
Roberts, in press). As an organizer 
of Teacher Researcher Day during 
national conferences of the National 
Science Teachers Association (http:// 
www.nsta.org), Iwelcomeawidespec
trum of participation, from teachers 
just beginning to ask questions about 
their students’ learning to presenters 
who have published their own stud
ies. Some authors, however, prefer to 
reserve the word “research” for more 
formal investigations (Hammer and 
Schifter, �00�; Richardson �994). 

Several phrases refer to research 
conducted by individuals in the 
context of their own practices. For 
example, three special interest groups 
(SIGs) of the American Educational 
Research Association (http://www. 
aera.net) focus on such research. 

These include the Teacher as Re
searcher SIG, which “is dedicated to 
supporting research done in schools 
by PreK-�� practitioners on their 
own practice” (http://www.teacheras 
researcher.org). Participants in the 
Self-Study of Teacher Education 
Practices SIG are “teacher educators 
who are working on the problems 
of education through the study of 
their own practices” (http://www. 
ku.edu/%7Esstep/about.htm). The 
purpose of the Action Research SIG is 
“to involve teacher-as-researchers,ad
ministrators, researchers,andcommu
nity members in collaborative action 
research that exami nes educational 
practice and encourages educational 
reform and improvement” (http://ex
plorers.tsuniv.edu/ar-sig/). 

The potential of including 
teachers in the research 
enterprise has been 
recognized for many 
decades. 

Theemergingimportanceofteacher 
research also is evident from publica
tions, including books about methods 
of conducting such research (Co-
chran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Hopkins, 
�00�; Hubbard & Power, �993, �999; 
McNiff & Whitehead, �005; Mills, 

�003). A chapter on science teach
ers as researchers will appear in the 
upcoming Handbook of Research on 
ScienceEducation (Roth, inpress).For 
the first time, a chapter on practitioner 
research was included in the fourth 
edition of the Handbook of Research 
on Teaching (Richardson, �00�). This 
chapter provided a detailed review 
of the history and various forms of 
research in which individuals have 
investigated their own practices in the 
context of whatever roles they have 
played in educational settings (Zeich
ner & Noffke, 2001). A bibliography 
of publications about the scholarship 
of teachingand learning inhigher edu
cation (Hutchings & Bjork, 2002) is 
availableathttp://www.carnegiefound 
a t i o n . o rg / e l i b r a r y / d o c s / b i b l i 
ography.htm. 

The potential of including teachers 
in the research enterprise has been 
recognized for many decades. Early 
in the �0th century, for example, John 
Dewey (�9�8/56) envisioned teachers 
as producing “a series of constantly 
multiplying careful reports on condi
tions which experience has shown in 
actualcases tobefavorableorunfavor
able to learning” (p. ��5-��6). Late in 
the �0th century, Eleanor Duckworth 
(�989) articulated a similar vision in 
heressay“TeachingasResearch.”She 
proposed that teachers could legiti
mately “contribute to the theoretical 
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and pedagogical discussions on the 
nature and development of human 
learning” (�987, p. �68). Cochran-
Smith & Lytle (1990, 1999) reflected 
on many of the issues that arise, 
however, when research on teaching 
is conducted byuniversity researchers 
observing others teach or by teachers 
on their own practices. 

In the National Science Education 
Standards, the National Research 
Council (�996) recommended that 
“Professional development activities 
must … provide opportunities to learn 
and use the skills of research to gener
ate new knowledge about science and 
the teaching and learning of science” 
(p. 68). In a subsequent publication, 
the Council advocated models of 
professionaldevelopment that include 
reflection, intellectual engagement, 
and advancement in the profession 
(NRC, �00�, p. �03). Feiman-Nemser 
(�00�) described a “new paradigm” 
forprofessionaldevelopment inwhich 
“teachers must be able to ask hard 
questions of themselves and their 
colleagues, to try something out and 
study what happens, to seek evidence 
of student learning, and explore alter
native perspectives” (p. �040). Such 
studies are a form of teacher research 
and can evolve into systematic efforts 
that generate knowledge that other 
teachers find useful. 

Most teacher research yields de
taileddescrip tionsand interpretations 
specific to particular situations. Such 
reports are typical of qualitative re
searchra ther thanquantitativestudies. 
Differences between these research 
paradigms have been described in 
terms of several criteria (Donmoyer, 
�00�). The emphasis in qualitative 
research is on transferability (whether 
areaderviewsfindingsasapplicable to 
the reader’s own situation) rather than 

Most teacher research 
yields detailed descriptions 
and interpretations specific 
to particular situations. 

generalizability (whether the findings 
apply anywhere at any time). Also 
considered is whether enough sources 
were consulted over a long enough 
time period in thorough enough ways 
(trustworthiness) rather than whether 
others can get the same results (reli
ability). A third criterion is whether 
the interpretations make sense (cred
ibility) rather than whether what was 
measured matches well with what was 
asked (validity). 

Teachers who conduct research 
in the context of their own teaching 
practices can contribute to knowledge 
about reform-based instruction. Ex
amples below include documenting 
inquiry-based science instruction, 
developing documentary web sites to 
share findings about science learning 
and teaching, contributing to knowl
edge generation at state and national 
as well as local levels, addressing the 
needs of at-risk students, and forming 
collaborative research communities. 
These examples illustrate research 
by elementary, middle school, high 
school, and college faculty as well as 
the use of data such as transcripts of 
discussions, reflective journals, and 
copies of student work. The paper 
closes with some suggestions for get
ting started with teacher research. 

Documenting Inquiry-based 
Science Instruction 

Teachers who document their 
students’ learning can help inter
ested colleagues in envisioning the 

inquiry-based science instruction 
recommended in the National Sci
ence Education Standards (National 
Research Council, �996). In Doing 
What Scientists Do: Children Learn to 
Investigate Their World, for example, 
Ellen Doris (�99�) describes ways in 
which she engages children in making 
observationsandgeneratingquestions 
that they can explore. 

Indiscussingher roleasa facilitator 
of learning, Doris presents a transcript 
of seven- and eight-year old children 
sharing their observations of crickets 
with one another (Doris, �99�, p. 9�): 
See Figure �. 

The transcript continues with the 
children’s suggestions for what they 
mightdo tofindoutaboutcricket eyes. 
In writing about these students’obser
vations and questions, Doris reflects 
upon both the students’ thinking and 
her role as the teacher in eliciting that 
thinking. She notes the importance 
of extending the initial observations 
children make, of calling attention 
to differences in their observations, 
of recognizing assumptions being 
made, and of helping children figure 
out how to go about answering their 
own questions. 
Other books by elementary teach

ers documenting their own teaching 
practices include Nurturing Inquiry: 
RealSciencefor theElementaryClass-
room by Charles Pearce (�999), Talk-
ing Their Way into Science; Hearing 
Children’s Questions and Theories, 
Responding with Curricula by Karen 
Gallas (�995) and Science Workshop: 
Reading, Writing, and Thinking like a 
Scientist edited by Wendy Saul, Jean 
Reardon, Charles Pearce, Donna Di
eckman, and Donna Neutze (2002). 
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Figure 1 

Marty: They have long feelers that look as if they come out of their eyes.
	
Beth: I noticed that my cricket has two eyes.
	
Jeff: Some have two little tails on the back and some have the two little tails with one big tail in the middle.
	
Jackie: My cricket has four eyes.
	
Teacher: Wait a minute! When Beth looked at her cricket, she found two eyes. When Jackie looked, she
	

found four! Did anyone else see eyes on a cricket? 
Nicky: Mine had two. 
Maureen: Mine too! 
Lynnie: I think mine had four. 
Jeff: Mine definitely had two. 
Greg: I think that they have lots and lots of eyes—they have a special kind of eyes. 
Teacher: Compound eyes? 
Greg: That’s it. 
Teacher: Claudia, you look puzzled.
	
Claudia: But how do you know where the eyes are? I didn’t see any eyes!
	
Douglas: They’re on the head—one on each side—right where the feelers are.
 
Claudia:		 But how can you tell those are eyes? Just because our eyes are on our heads doesn’t mean a 

cricket’s are! 

Developing Documentary 
Web sites to Share Findings 

about Science Learning 
and Teaching

Teacher research also includes 
developing documentary web sites 
to share one’s findings about science 
learningandteaching.Amiddleschool 
science teacher, Claire Bove, for ex
ample, created a web site to show how 
she establishes a community within 
her classroom, encourages a playful 
approach toexperimentation, engages 
students in developing explanations 
and questions as well as in talking and 
arguing about science (http://feelin
gathome.org). 

Developed with support from the 
CarnegieFoundationfor theAdvance
ment of Teaching, Bove’s web site 

includes examples of students’ writ
ings and drawings with commentary 
by the teacher as well as video clips 
of students in action. Also included 
are video clips of the author and a 
colleague talking together about their 
teaching practices. 

Teachers who conduct 
research in the context of 
their own teaching practices 
can contribute to knowledge 
about reform-based 
instruction. 

In a reflection comparing science 
discourse in her middle school class
room and the cell biology research 

lab in which she had worked as an 
undergraduate, Bove wrote: 

One of the most interesting 
parts of the [undergraduate re
search assistant] job was going 
to the weekly lab meetings … 
Themaindifferencebetween the 
talk at these lab meetings and the 
talk in a science classroom was 
that no one in the lab knew the 
answers to thequestionswewere 
asking … It is hard to have this 
kind of genuine discussion in a 
middle school classroom … 

Because the teacher does 
know the answer, students are 
used to trying to figure out what 
the teacher thinks the answer is. 
Tochangethisclassroomdynam
ic, and to get students to try and 
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figure out what they themselves 
think the answer is, I try to frame 
classroom discussions so that I 
ask about students’ experience 
of,andopinionsabout, the things 
we are studying. 

For example, to bring in their 
own experience, I ask them if 
theyhaveeverfeltanearthquake, 
and what happened when they 
did … And to encourage them to 
state their own opinions, I frame 
questions like this: “Jerrad said 
that a pinto bean will sprout if 
you get it wet, but a popcorn 
kernel won’t. Do you agree or 
disagree?” When the question 
implies that it is another student 
who is proposing a science idea, 
instead of the teacher, it is much 
easier for a student to put forth 
his or her own idea. 

Before we have the class dis
cussion, I often ask students to 
find out what the person next to 
them wrote. And then I ask them 
to tell what they, or the person 
next to them, answered. 

All of these techniques are 
attempts to help students prac
tice saying what they think, and 
to defend what they think, and 
often to change what they think. 
In short, to practice discourse as 
a way to learn to think. 

Underconstructionisanadditionto the 
web site with a detailed presentation 
of student explorations about density 
(Bove, �006). 
Such documentary web sites make 

available examples of inquiry-based 
instruction, particularly for prospec
tive teachers, who may not experience 
reform approaches in their place
ment classrooms. A teacher educator, 
Anna Richert at Mills College, for 
example, uses Bove’s web site, as 
well as others, as “texts” in her course 

on adolescent development. She has 
documented this use on her own web 
site (see http://quest.carnegiefound 
ation.org/~arichert/section�A.html). 
Inawebpageentitled“GettingStarted: 
Learning to Learn from the Practice of 
Others,” she reports on her invitation 
to the prospective teachers in her class 
to investigate the followingquestions: 
“What do these teachers know about 
their learners? How do they come to 
know their learners? And how do they 
use this knowledge in their teaching?” 
On a web page entitled “Studying 
Claire’s Site,” Richert provides links 
to a lesson plan, study guide, prompt 
page, and syllabus as well as video 
clips of prospective teachers discuss
ing Claire’s web site. By perusing 
Richart’s web site, interested teacher 
educators can learn from her experi
ences in using the K�� documentary 
web sites to foster learning about 
teaching. 

Known as “snapshots of practice,” 
other web sites developed with Carn
egie Foundation support are collected 
in an online “gallery” (see http://gal
lery.carnegiefoundation.org). Several 
of these are discussed in detail in an 
anthology (Hatch et al, �005). They 
represent forms of making public 
these teachers’ “wisdom of practice” 
(Shulman, �005). 

Contributing to Knowledge 
Generation at State and 
National as well as 

Local Levels 
Some teacher researchers con

tribute to knowledge about teaching 
and learning not only by conducting 
workshopsintheirschoolsanddistricts 
but also by presenting at conferences, 
publishing their findings, and apply
ing their results at state and national 
levels. A high school physics teacher, 

Jim Minstrell, for example, began 
documenting his students’ learning 
by asking his students diagnostic 
questions at the beginning of a unit 
and shaping instruction according to 
their responses (�98�). Funding from 
government agencies and private 
foundations enabled Minstrell to de
vote some of each day to his research 
as well as to teaching. He viewed his 
classroom as a research site for study
ing physics learning and teaching by 
himself,hisstudents, twomathematics 
teachers whom he was coaching to 
teachphysics,anduniversity research
ers whom he invited to participate in 
his projects. 

Over many years, Minstrell and his 
colleagues developed a framework 
of Facets for Thinking that is aligned 
with Washington State’s Essential 

Some teacher researchers 
contribute to knowledge 
about teaching and learning 
not only by conducting 
workshops in their schools 
and districts but also by 
presenting at conferences, 
publishing their findings, 
and applying their results at 
state and national levels. 

Academic Learning Requirements 
and the National Science Education 
Standards (National Research Coun
cil, �996) (see http://www.facetinno 
vations.com/main/facet-think.htm 
for middle school science and math
ematics and high school physics). For 
example, the National Science Educa-
tion Standards includes the following 
content standard for Grades 5-8: “The 
motion of an object can be described 
byitsposition,directionofmotion,and 
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speed. That motion can be measured 
and represented on a graph.” (NSES 
p�54,grades5-8).Theclusterof facets 
relatedtomotionincludesseveralways 
in which students view a graph: 

90 Student views a position or 
speed graph as a map of the 
actual motion. 
91 Student interprets an upward 
(or downward) sloping graph to 
mean the object is going up hill 
(or downhill). 
92 Student interprets a flat line 
on the graph to mean the object 
is moving on a flat surface. 

The framework of facets of 
student thinking has served as the 
basis for building a diagnostic 
assessment system for promoting 
learning (Minstrell, �000, �00�) 
and development of a computer 
program, the Diagnoser, that 
students can use to check their 
understanding (see http://www. 
diagnoser.com/diagnoser/). 

Focusing on the Needs 
of “At Risk” Students 

College instructors also have been 
documenting their own teaching prac
tices. A professor of chemistry, Denis 
Jacobs(2000), forexample,developed 
a web site to share with other faculty 
ways in which he redesigned a general 
chemistry course to address the needs 
of“at risk”students (seehttp://gallery. 
carnegiefoundation.org/djacobs/).The 
web site presents his rationale, ways 
he implemented cooperative learning 
strategies, and assessments of the im
pact of these reforms on students’per
formance, attitudes, and subsequent 
success in advanced science courses. 
One page of the web site compares the 
traditional and alternative sections of 
a course in terms of numbers of stu
dents enrolled in lectures (about �50 

in each), recitations (optional for the 
traditional section, mandatory for the 
alternative section), and laboratories 
(mixed enrollment from both sec
tions). Jacobs describes what he does 
during lectures as follows: 

Students pair off to discuss 
conceptual questions in lecture. 
Periodicallyduringeach lecture, 
I askaconceptual question to the 
�50 students in the class. The 
students vote, through a show 
of hands on various responses 
to the question. Then I ask the 
students to turn to someone sit
ting next to them and to explain 
their reasoning. After two or 
three minutes of one-on-one 
discussion, the class votes again 
on the possible answers. Next, I 
ask representative students who 
voted on different responses to 
share their reasoning with the 
entire class. We often perform 
a live experiment to test which 
response is most correct. 

Eric Mazur, a physicist from 
Harvard University, developed 
this approach to peer instruc
tion and called it ‘concept tests.’ 
Faculty at the University of 
Wisconsin and Carnegie Mellon 
University have written similar 
‘concept test’questions for gen
eral chemistry. 

By providing links to web sites by 
colleagues at other universities, Ja
cobs fosterscommunicationof reform 
practices that he has found useful in 
the context of the large lecture courses 
typical of science instruction at major 
universities.Thewebsitealso includes 
videoclipsofcooperativelearningdur
ing recitation sections where students 
work in small groups to solve chal
lengingproblems. Inaddition, theweb 
sitedocumentsdramatic improvement 

for “at risk” students in terms of their 
performance on general chemistry 
exams, performance in related sci
ence courses, choice of majors, and 
attitudes. 

Forming Collaborative 

Research Communities
 

Teachersinaschoolmaycollaborate 
withoneanotherand/orwithuniversity 
researchers on long-term research 
projects. In Creating Scientific Com-
munities in theElementaryClassroom, 

For both research scientists 
and teacher researchers, 
acts of research begin with 
curiosity about phenomena 
observed. 

for example, Maureen Reddy, Patty 
Jacobs,CarynMcCrohon,and Leslie 
Rupert Herrenkohl (1998) report 
upon their collaboration as teacher 
and university researchers. Their 
book includes sections written by the 
teachers as well as by the university 
researchers in interpreting what was 
happening during implementation of 
a new science curriculum in two sec
ondgradeclassrooms.CarynMcCro
hon, for example, reflected upon her 
disappointmentwith thecurriculum’s 
worksheets and subsequent shift to 
using dialogic journals: 

For the most part the work
sheets were coming in filled 
out, but I quickly discovered 
that they did not help me assess 
what the children were learn
ing. The worksheets required 
the children to record results, 
or answer one or two factual 
questions. They did not ask the 
type of questions that stimu-
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lateddescriptionsofprocedures, 
explanations, or even children’s 
general thinkingabout theactivi
ties … 

With advice from her principal, she 
shifted to having the students write 
journals: 

Once we were finished with 
our wrap-up my students had 
about thirty minutes to write a 
journal entry and draw a picture 
to go with the entry. At first I was 
a bit wary. Science was taking 
longer than expected out of our 
seven-hour day. My principal 
saidnot toworrybecausescience 
journals are part of language arts 
andshewasexcitedtoseewriting 
across the curriculum. (p.94). 

Following Caryn’s reflections is a 
section written by the university re
searchers that provides examples of 
many kinds of journal entries by the 
children and their teacher. The col
laborativeconstructionof thisaccount 
of the use of dialogic journals makes 
available tointerestedteachersboththe 
perspective of the classroom teacher 
and thedetailedanalysisdevelopedby 
university researchers.Otheraccounts 
of collaborative research communi
ties include Changing Schools From 
Within: Creating Communities of 
Inquiry by Gorden Wells (�993) and 
Teacher Research for Better Schools 
by Marion Mohr, Courtney Rogers, 
Betsy Sanford and Marion Nocerino 
(�00�). 

Getting Started with 
Teacher Research 

For both research scientists and 
teacher researchers, acts of research 
beginwithcuriosityaboutphenomena 
observed. A good way for teachers to 
get started is to listen closely to what 

their students say, to watch what their 
students do, and to record any ques
tions that such observations prompt 
them to wonder. By writing reflective 
journals, teachers can begin docu
menting what is happening in their 
classrooms. 

Interested teachers should consult 
with their principals about the need 
for district approval of more formal 
studies. Although obtaining permis
sionfromparents involvessomeeffort, 
placinganaudio-and/orvideo-camera 
unobtrusivelyintheclassroomandtap
ing instruction can capture interesting 
conversations about science for later 
reflectionandanalysis.Makingcopies 
of a variety of student work can trace 
students’ growth and document vari-

School administrators can 
foster teacher research 
by providing equipment, 
supplies, journals, and 
most importantly, time 
during the school day for 
teacher researchers to meet 
regularly to discuss their 
studies with one another. 

ous ideas they generate. 
Teacher researchers can learn from 

one another by meeting regularly to 
discuss video clips of their students in 
action or a set of student work. Taking 
the next step to share findings through 
school and/or district workshops can 
deepen one’s own understandings as 
well as communicate insights and 
experiences.Presentingatconferences 
and writing for publication can inspire 
others to begin improving their prac
tices through such inquiries. 

School administrators can foster 
teacher research by providing equip
ment, supplies, journals, and most 
importantly, time during the school 
day for teacher researchers to meet 
regularly to discuss their studies 
with one another. District and state 
administrators can assist by desig
nating resources for teacher research 
and by sponsoring teacher researcher 
workshops and meetings. In addition, 
funding for travel to present at con
ferences can help interested teachers 
become part of a broader research 
community. County funding, for ex
ample, made possible participation 
in a NSTA national conference of a 
teacher researcher who described his 
experiences there as follows: 

TeacherResearcherDayallowed 
me to stand in one room (literal
ly), look around, and say, ‘Wow! 
Here’s a group of individuals 
dedicated to teaching/learning. It 
doesn’t get any better than this!’ 
I felt as though it elevated what 
I do as an individual and lends 
credibility to me, the classroom 
teacher. We had a ballroom full 
of excited individuals talking 
about student thinking and what 
that thinking meant. [teacher 
researcher, NSTA national con
ference, April 2003] 

Through experiences such as these, 
teachers can learn from one another 
how to formulate questions about sci
enceteachingandlearning,collectdata 
as they teach, develop interpretations 
of these data, and share their findings 
with others. Such classroom-based 
research has the potential to inspire 
teachers to improve instruction 
through learning about, trying out, 
and adapting practices advocated in 
reform documents. 
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John H. Holloway 

Connecting Professional Development

To Student Learning Gains
 

An argument is made that highly effective, research-based professional 
development can translate into improved student achievement and overall 
school effectiveness. 

Introduction 
Is there a direct link between 

teacherprofessionaldevelopmentand 
an increase in student achievement? 
There seem to be two answers to this 
rather obvious question: “Maybe” 
or “It depends”. “Maybe” if we can 
find an accurate way to measure the 
impact of professional development. 
And, “It Depends” if the professional 
development chosen and the school 
climate are both aligned with our 
goals. Over the years, teachers and 
school leaders have engaged in some 
form of training beyond their formal 
preservice, university preparation 
programs. Whether referred to as in-
service training, professional day, or 
staff or professional development this 
activity normally had one purpose: 
to improve participant’s knowledge 
or skills. But, if this improvement in 
teacher skills actually occurred, did 
it necessarily translate into increased 
student learning? 

My earliest experiences with pro
fessional development, at the start of 
my career over 40 years ago, as a new 
high school science teacher may not 
be so different from what many teach
ers experience today. During my first 
year teaching all teachers attended a 
mandatory“ProfessionalDay”.At this 

With limited teacher time 
to attend in-service training 
and limited financial 
resources to pay for this 
training, districts are 
searching for training that 
provides returns on these 
investments in time and 
money: returns in terms of 
increased student 
achievement. 

morning session we all filed into the 
school auditorium for a presentation 
by a local psychiatrist. I never really 
remembered what he talked about, but 
the session was memorable, neverthe
less. In the middle of his presentation 
a worker walked onto the stage, next 
to speaker’s podium, and began to 
tune the school piano to the great 
embarrassment of the superintendent. 
During my second year of teaching 
our district “Professional Day” had a 
similar, mandatory attendance format 
for all teachers, regardless of subject 
or grade level taught. This session 
was presented by Professor Hubert 
Alyea of Princeton, NJ. Alyea was, 
and still is, known for his fantastic 

classroom demonstrations that made 
chemistry come alive. His session 
was highlighted by a demonstration 
of “rates of reaction” in which he pre
pared several large flasks of different, 
colorless solutions. He sang a song 
with lyrics that included all the Ivy 
League universities. The lyrics were 
timed to coincide with the change of 
color of the solutions to match the 
university color he was singing about. 
I’m pretty sure the first experiencehad 
no impact on my teaching. The second 
was certainly motivating and gave me 
ideas for my own lesson planning, but 
did it translate into increased student 
learning? What effect that second ex
periencehadonother facultymembers 
wasunknown.Withanever increasing 
demand for accountability for student 
achievement, how can we increase the 
chances thatprofessionaldevelopment 
will be transformed into increased 
student improvement? To answer this 
questionwemustexamine three,more 
specific issues: Does professional 
development impact student learning? 
How we can judge the effectiveness 
of our professional development 
program? And, what professional 
developmentcharacteristicsare linked 
to improved student learning? 
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Does Professional 
Development Influence 
Student Achievement? 

Unfortunately there are still too 
many districts that see professional 
development as the one shot “Profes
sionalDay”ofmyearliestexperiences. 
With limited teacher time to attend 
in-service training and limited finan
cial resources to pay for this training, 
districts are searching for training that 
provides returns on these investments 
in time and money: returns in terms of 
increased student achievement. 

Barry Fishman and his colleagues 
(April �9, �000) maintain that pro
fessional development is all about a 
process of giving teachers new skills 
and concepts related to the work of 
teaching. Beyond this acquisition of 
new skills, however, is an assumption 
that this will be translated into im
proved student learning and achieve
ment once the teacher applies these 
new skills or knowledge to practice 
in the classroom. 

Not all professional development 
experiences are effective in bringing 
about student learning gains however, 
but studies are beginning to emerge 
that show that those that are research-
based, thoughtfully conceived and 
delivered, and focused on the right 
things can, indeed, impact learn
ing. Thomas Guskey (Winter 2005) 
has had considerable experience in 
examining the effect of professional 
development on student learning. He 
has found that powerful professional 
development will help the educator 
acquire the instructional procedures 
and scientifically researched-based 
strategies theyneed tohelpall students 
reach the articulated learning goals. 
It is important to focus on improv
ing the teacher, according to Guskey, 
because true educational reform does 

not take place at the state or district 
level. Unless, it occurs at the school 
buildingand classroomlevels, student 
improvement is unlikely because im
provement in education is defined by 
more students learning better, and that 
only occurs in the classroom. 
Susan Murphy (Spring 2005), like 

Guskey,hasdiscoveredtheimportance 
of professional development that is 
focused squarely on increasing teach
ers’ content and pedagogical content 
knowledge and teaching skills. She 
has also observed a shift by decision
makers toseeingandbelieving that the 
purpose of professional development 
is to enhance learning of challenging 
content for all students. Murphy feels 

How do we know if our staff 
training program did, in 
fact, bring about our 
intended learning 
outcomes? 

that this shift has led to increased 
accountability and responsibility of 
professionaldevelopmentprogramsto 
betterequipteachers toteacharigorous 
curriculumtoall studentsandtoensure 
that students have every opportunity 
to meet the highest standards. So, her 
work clearly establishes professional 
development as a tool to focus on 
building the knowledge and skills of 
teachers which becomes a link to en 
hancedstudentoutcomes.Murphyalso 
believes that the schools that carefully 
think about what kinds of professional 
development programs they need, 
based on student learning needs, are 
most successful in improving student 
learning. These schools analyze data 
to find out where their students are 
not succeeding and develop profes

sional development plans related to 
enhancing teaching and learning in 
thoseareas.Schoolscanmeasure their 
return on investment of professional 
development dollars by gathering 
evidence of change in teacher practice 
and student learning outcomes. 

This incremental effect profes
sional development has on improving 
individual teacher skills designed to 
improve individual student learning 
can have a multiplying effect. Chap
man and Harris (Winter �004) believe 
that professional development will go 
beyond theclassroomand impact total 
school improvement.Theyfeel that the 
concept of the “teachers as learner” 
is key to school improvement and 
school effectiveness. They found that 
professional development was one of 
the most important factors in securing 
school improvement.Andtheopposite 
was as also true; a lack of investing in 
staffdevelopmentover timeresulted in 
an erosion of professional confidence 
and capacity and a major barrier to 
improving schools. 

So, it would seem that there is 
compellingresearch toshowthatsome 
kinds of professional development 
are effective in promoting student 
achievement. 

How Can We Judge the 

Effectiveness of Our
 

Professional Development?

How do we know if our staff train

ing program did, in fact, bring about 
our intended learningoutcomes?Let’s 
examine a typical, hypothetical case. 
In this short vignette, the school in our 
example has had, for the past several 
years, fourth grade math scores much 
lower than scores in similar schools 
in the area. The summer before our 
fictional school opened this year the 
fourth grade teachers received inten-
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sive training to help them understand 
how to align their lesson planning 
and classroom assessments to the new 
statecontentstandardsfor fourthgrade 
mathematics. And, to no one’s com
pletesurprise, fourthgrademathscores 
slowly, but steadily improved over the 
course of that following school year. 
But did that training, in fact, produce 
those results? What else might have 
caused the improvement? Was the 
district involved in other, unrelated 
initiatives that should be considered? 
Did this year’s fourth grade class have 
a different third grade curriculum, or 
teacher,whichmighthavecontributed 
to their progress? Where some influ
ences outside the school at work, such 
as a change in demographics? We all 
know the multiple variables, both in 
and outside the school, which can af
fect learningpositivelyandnegatively. 
To isolate one factor as a cause for an 
observed effect becomes difficult, at 
best, for the typical school leader and 
decision-makers. 
Beth Kubitskey (2003) and her 

colleagues agree that it is problematic 
to tease out learning outcomes with 
direct absolute correlation to teacher 
action.Whenthestudentexperiencesa 
curriculum designed to offer multiple 
methods of learning, isolating one 
activity and trying to link the learning 
to that activity is difficult. In addition, 
the teachersareofferedmultiple forms 
of professional development which 
complicates linking teacher learning 
to any one of the training experiences. 
However, these researchers feel that, 
although weakly linked, if we identify 
a positive learning outcome that may 
have come from a given activity, we 
can use this information to suggest 
continual inclusion of said activity in 
professional development. Likewise, 
students’ failure to meet the learn
ing objective may indicate a need 

for modifications in the professional 
development linked to the teacher’s 
implementation of the activity being 
studied. In other words, if you start to 
see learning gains among the targeted 
student population, keep doing what 
you were doing. 
Guskey (March 2002) has found 

that effective evaluations of profes
sionaldevelopment require thecollec
tion and analysis of five critical levels 
of information: 

•	 Participants’ Reactions - Did the 
participants value the training? This 
is the lowest evaluation level. 

•	 Participants’ Learning - What did 
the participants learn as a result of 
the training? This is a bit more im
portant, but it doesn’t tell us what 
happened in the classroom. 

•	 Organization Support and Change 
-Did theschoolordistrict leadership 
advocate for the trainingandsupport 
theparticipants in the training and in 
their application of these new skills 
in the classroom? 

•	 Participants’UseofNewKnowledge 
and Skills - Did the participants 
actually apply their new skills and 
knowledge in the classroom? 

•	 Student Learning Outcomes - Most 
importantly, did the students im
prove as a result of their teachers’ 
professional development (46
49)? 

“… culture enhances 
professional learning 
when teachers believe 
professional development is 
important, valued, and “the 
way we do things around 
here.” 

This hierarchy of observed effects, 
from simple participant perceptions 
to the more complex actual student 
learning gains, is a convenient way to 
think about what kinds of evidence we 
mustgather.Guskeyexplains that there 
are three important implications that 
stem from this model for evaluating 
professional development 

• Consideringeachof thesefive levels 
is important 

• Tracking effectiveness at one level 
tells you noting about the impact at 
the next 

• Planning professional development 
to improvestudent learningrequires 
that the order of these levels must 
be reversed (50). 

For the last implication, we must 
consider that to have truly effective 
professional development designed 
specifically to improve student learn
ing, we must first decide what is it 
that we want are students to learn and 
how will we know if they learned it? 
Guskeybelieves that ifyoudon’tknow 
where you are going, it’s very difficult 
to tell whether you’ve arrived. But if 
you clarify your goals up front, most 
evaluation issues fall into place. 

SeveralyearsagoStephenCovey 
(�989) said that it is critical 
to begin with the end in mind 
(which) means to start with a 
clear understanding of your des
tination. It means to know where 
you’re going so that you better 
understand where you are now 
and so that the steps you take are 
always in the right direction... 
Howdifferentour livesarewhen 
we really know what is deeply 
important to us, and, keeping 
that picture in mind, we manage 
ourselves each day to be and to 
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do what really matters most. If 
the ladder is not leaning against 
the right wall, every step we take 
just gets us to the wrong place 
faster. We may be very busy, we 
may be very efficient, but we 
will also be truly effective only 
when we begin with the end in 
mind (98). 

Another aspect of professional de
velopment makes it difficult to assess 
the effectiveness of our training. In 
a vast number of instances, teachers 
who attend professional development 
trainingsessionsdosounder theirown 
initiative. In other words, they are not 
compelled to attend by either district 
or school leadership. While many 
teachers do participate as a result of 
district mandate, William Bobrowsky 
andhisassociates (March�00�) found 
that most research on professional 
developmenteffectiveness isbasedon 
studieswheretheparticipantswereself 
selected for training. Bobrowsky calls 
thesewillingparticipants“volunteers” 
who tend to be innovators, actively 
seeking new ideas that challenge their 
present thoughts on teaching and 
learning. They do not see change as a 
flaw in themselves and are risk-takers. 
The teachers who do not participate, 
he calls “non-volunteers”. These may 
not be unwilling, but are likely unim 
pressed by the types of professional 
developmentcurrentlyofferedthemby 
research groups. Bobrowsky believes 
that professional development needs 
to resonate with the beliefs and atti
tudes of more than just the volunteer 
populations of teachers. Professional 
development needs to reach out to 
those teachers who have differing 
beliefs. He is further concerned about 
the professional development that is 
createdanddeliveredbythe individual 
school districts. His review of the re-

Professional development 
centered on student 
achievement goals is 
meaningful to teachers, 
enabling them to base their 
instructional decisions 
on solid evidence of what 
students need. 

search shows that this type of training 
tends tobe piecemeal, fragmented and 
is not individualized to fit the needs 
of teachers. 
If we know that certain types of 

professional development increase 
the chances that students will actually 
perform better and if we know how 
to begin thinking about evaluating 
our own professional development 
programs, what are the shared char
acteristics of these effective training 
programs? 

Professional Development 

Characteristics Linked to 


Student Improvement

What can educators and decision

makersdotobecomebetterconsumers 
of professional development? And, 
what are the characteristics of profes
sional development offerings that are 
most closely correlated to improved 
student learningandwhatmustschools 
do tohelp increase thechances that this 
training will, in fact, lead to improved 
student achievement? We know that a 
teacher satisfaction rating is the weak
est indicator for predicting student 
outcomes, but there are other things 
that we can and should consider. For 
instance, Barry Fishman and his as
sociates (April �9, �000) have found 
that the school culture that plays a 
vital role in enhancing the effective

ness of any faculty training program. 
Fishman and his colleagues contend 
that culture and norms of the system 
or school are related to the settings in 
which the innovation is to be carried 
out.For instance, does theschoolprin
cipal support the curriculum? These 
factors will influence the attitudes of 
teachers toward the innovation. If the 
principalattends thesummerworkses
sion, a teacher is likely to think, “This 
is important to him/her, I should find 
a way to make this work!” (4). As a 
result, the school leadership plays an 
important role in setting the tone and 
making training an important part of 
school life. 

Kent Peterson (Summer �00�) 
affirms the value of school culture 
in establishing an environment 
conducive to effective professional 
development. Peterson reports that 
schoolcultureenhancesorhinderspro
fessional learning. Culture enhances 
professional learning when teachers 
believe professional development is 
important, valued, and “thewaywedo 
things around here.” Staff learning is 
reinforced when sharing ideas, work
ing collaboratively to learn, and using 
newly learned skills are recognized 
symbolically and orally in faculty 
meetingsandotherschoolceremonies. 
The most positive cultures value staff 
members who help lead their own 
development, create well-defined 
improvement plans, organize student 
groups, and learning in a variety of 
ways. In some schools, professional 
development is not valued, teachers 
do not believe they have anything 
new to learn, or they believe the only 
source for new ideas is in trial-and
error in one’s own classroom. And 
Lynda Abbott’s research (June 2005) 
supports the fact that thesocial context 
of a school is important for change. 
Teachers in her study were generally 
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acting as agents for change to other 
teachersandbeingactively involvedin 
conducting formal or informal profes
sional-practice instructional sessions 
for others. 

Principals and other school leaders 
can and should shape school culture. 
As Hessel and Holloway (�00�) point 
out, 

The school leader models 
the very essence of behaviors 
expected from teachers and 
students. The leader’s knowl
edge base, enthusiasm, skill, 
and modeling inspire others to 
achieveathigh levels.The leader 
encouragesandmodels life-long 
learning and striving for excel
lence. Nothing less than the best 
effort is what is expected every 
day in every way from every 
person... The culture created 
through this (interdependent, 
connected) relationship fosters 
the achievement of the school’s 
ultimate mission, success for all 
students (5�). 

Once a culture is established in our 
school that values both student and 
teacher learning we can address the 
specific elements of our professional 
developmentprogramthatwill impact 
student achievement. This type of 
training will focus on helping teachers 
change to address school and student 
goals in an evidence-centered way. 
This means we will want to engage 
teachers in training sessions that will 
be based on both teaching and student 
standards. We want teachers to begin 
to think about such things as: “How 
will my performance in the classroom 
change as a result of this training?” 
“What standards should I be address
ing, and how will I know if I attained 
those standards?” We also want the 
teachers to think about how their stu 

dents will be different as a result of 
this training and will they be able to 
provideevidenceof thosechangesand 
make judgments about that evidence. 
As Stephanie Hirsh (Winter �004) 
points out, planning professional de
velopment to address how individuals 
mustchange toachievedistrict’sgoals 
is most effective when the training is 
results-driven, standards-based, and 
focused on educators’daily work. In a 
results-basedfocus,however, thetrain
ing outcome is measured against what 
gains we expect in teacher or student 
performance. And finally, instead of 
considering the one shot workshop, 
one time a year professional develop
ment that focuses on the daily work of 
educators assures that the training is 
jobembeddedandrelevant topractice, 
aligned with district or school goals, 
and uses actual student achievement 
data to inform the training and future 
planning. 
Sparks and Hirsh (1997) believe 

that a fundamental shift must occur 
in the way most districts think about 
professional development. For in
stance, theyadvocate thatprofessional 
development must: 

• Bedrivenbyclear,coherentstrategic 
plans 

• Focus on student needs and learning 
outcomes 

• Include multiple forms of job-em
bedded learning 

• Provide opportunities for study by 
teachersof the teachingand learning 
processes 

• Include	 continuous improvement 
in performance for everyone who 
affects student learning 

• Consider professional development 
as an indispensable process without 
which schools cannot hope to pre

pare young people for citizenship 
and productive employment (�� 
-�6). 

Holloway’s review of the literature 
(November �003) establishes the 
importance of using (student) perfor
mancedatabecause thatallowseduca
tors to focus their valuable and limited 
professionaldevelopmentresourceson 
thespecific learningneedsof students. 
Professionaldevelopmentcenteredon 
studentachievementgoals ismeaning
ful to teachers, enabling them to base 
their instructional decisions on solid 
evidence of what students need. More 
important, such professional develop
ment supports the goal of ensuring the 
success of all students. 

In some schools, 
professional development is 
not valued, teachers do not 
believe they have anything 
new to learn, or they 
believe the only source for 
new ideas is in trial-and
error in one’s own 
classroom. 

Using student performance data 
becomes effective, according to the 
research of Lawrence Ingvarson and 
his colleagues (January 29, 2005) 
when, training sessions provide op
portunities for teachers to focus on 
what students are to learn and how to 
deal with the problems students may 
have in learning that subject matter. In 
addition to paying attention to student 
data, they found that other factors 
proved valuable in effective profes
sional development. For instance, 
effective training programs: 
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• focused on research-based knowl
edge about student learning of 
content 

• included opportunities for teachers 
to examine student work collabora
tively 

• provided time for teachers to ac
tively reflect on their practice and 
compare it with high standards for 
professional practice 

• engagedteachers in identifyingwhat 
theyneeded to learn,and inplanning 
the learning experiences that would 
help them meet those needs 

• provided time for teachers to test 
newteachingmethodsandtoreceive 
follow-up support and coaching in 
their classrooms 

• included activities that led teachers 
todeprivatize theirpracticeandgain 
feedback about their teaching from 
colleagues (�5-�6). 

One of the key ingredients that the 
Ingvarson study found in effective 
professional development was fol
low-up and coaching after the training 
as the teacher attempted to apply this 
new knowledge to practice. Although 
Ingvarson encourages feedback after 
training, his study found how rarely 
designers built in opportunities for 
feedback and coaching in the work 
place, despite research on their cen
trality to learning new and complex 
skills. Other key ingredients are time 
to think, analyze and talk about the 
specifics of what is going on in class 
roomsandwhat studentsaredoingand 
learning. As other researchers have 
reported, Ingvarson also advocates a 
positive school learning culture were 
effectiveschooladministratorsexpect 
evidenceofprofessionaldevelopment 
an act in ways that demonstrate they 
value teacher learning. 

The right kinds of 
professional development 
for both teachers and 
school leaders can directly 
contribute to improved 
student performance. 

Conclusion 
The right kinds of professional 

development for both teachers and 
school leaders can directly contribute 
to improved student performance. 
And, schools can become advocates 
for investment in increased profes
sional development by capturing 
evidence of its effectiveness to show 
a return in learning of their invest
ment in time and money. Research 
is beginning to emerge that points to 
some key ingredients in professional 
development for improved student 
learning. Some of these contributing 
factors include: 

• focusing on teacher content knowl
edge and teaching skills 

• considering student learning goals 
and the training outcomes in an 
evidence-based way 

• creating a supportive culture for 
a learning community among all 
members of the community 

• using student data to inform profes
sional development planning and as 
part of the training itself 

• embedding the training in the daily 
work of the teacher 

• sustaining the training over time 

• allowing for feedback and coach
ing 

• providing	 opportunities for the 
teachers to participate in the plan
ning of their training and to reflect 
on their practice 

Effective, research-based profes
sional development can contribute 
to the continuum of teacher training 
and support from preservice training 
to advanced practice. More impor
tantly, however, high quality profes
sional development can translate into 
improved student achievement and 
overall school effectiveness. 
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Adrienne Gibson and John Wallace 

Teaching and Assessing Science 

For Understanding: Managing the


Accountability Dilemma
 
The authors report on findings from a year-long study of how teachers 
determine student understanding and why they employ the instructional and 
assessment strategies that they do.
 

Introduction 
In the United States, science teach

ers are challenged by the National 
Science Education Standards (NSES) 
to “select teaching and assessment 
strategies thatsupport thedevelopment 
of student understanding and nurture 
a community of science learners” 
(National Research Council, �996, p. 
30). Such pedagogies, broadly based 
on the notions of constructivism and 
teachingforunderstanding,encourage 
teachers to be flexible and to shift the 
paceandfocusof instructiononadaily 
basis to meet the needs of students. 
These reforms acknowledge that 
students construct their own under
standings of any given content focus. 
Assessment practices in a classroom 
oriented towards understanding must 
provide ongoing information that 
allows a teacher to be responsive to 
individual needs (Perrone, �998). In 
a classroom where instruction has 
been differentiated to meet the needs 
of individual students, formative 
or ongoing assessment becomes a 
critical factor in understanding how to 
adjust instruction as students begin to 
achieve thedesiredunderstandings. In 
suchaclassroomassessmentbecomes 
“ongoing and diagnostic … today’s 

meansofunderstandinghowtomodify 
tomorrow’s instruction“ (Tomlinson, 
�999, p. �0) 

Paralleling theNSESreforms, there 
is also a strong pressure on teachers to 
prepare students for national and state 
standardized tests. Hardy (�004) indi
cates that there is strongpublicsupport 
for the current political pressures on 
schools to ensure their students will 
achieve high test scores. The general 
public response to the vision defined 
by the No Child Left Behind Act 
has been favourable (NCLB, �00�). 
The No Child Left Behind law now 
requires that by the year �007 states 
determine student achievement in sci
enceat leastonce ineachof threegrade 
ranges (NCLB,�00�).Scoreson these 
tests are seen as general indicators of 
student progress and comparisons of 
national, state,districtand,sometimes, 
individual school scores are used to 
evaluate the quality of schools and 
the effectiveness of specific programs 
and teachers. 

Inevitably, the effects of these na
tional testing regimes are being felt 
at the classroom level where teachers 
feel compelled to ‘teach to the tests’. 
However, such teaching isbuilt ondif
ferentpremisesaboutstudent learning, 

pedagogy and assessment than teach
ing for understanding. The emphasis 
when teaching to the tests is likely 
to be towards knowledge acquisition 
rather than knowledge construction, 
direct rather than flexible pedagogies 
and summative rather than formative 
assessment practices. 

Analysis of student learning 
should serve as the basis of 
instructional planning. 

Herein lies a fundamental dilemma 
for teachers as they try to accommo
date these countervailing pressures, 
to teach and assess for understanding 
and improve student performance 
on standardized tests. Teachers are 
being asked to be accountable in two 
ways: to students (and their under
standings) and to the public and to 
school boards (for improving overall 
student test scores). We call this the 
accountability dilemma. Wilder and 
Shuttleworth (�005) also refer to the 
dilemma that teachers address daily as 
they attempt to meet the vision of the 
NSES by providing opportunities for 
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inquiry based learning and also meet 
the demand of state and federal testing 
programs for content coverage. In this 
study we examine how five teachers 
from one school district managed to 
teach for understanding in the face of 
this dilemma. We report on the find 
ings of a year-long research project 
investigating how these teachers de
termined students’understanding and 
why they employ the instructional and 
assessmentstrategies that theydo.Our 
researchquestion is:How andwhy are 
teachers teaching and assessing for 
understanding within the context of 
the accountability dilemma? 

Background
Constructivist learning theory as

serts that learning is an active process 
of constructing meaning and that 
knowledge cannot be transferred as a 
complete assemblage from one indi
vidual toanother.Fromaconstructivist 
perspective,studentsareunderstoodto 
use prior knowledge and understand
ings to build new knowledge and 
understandings. Constructivism, as 
a theory of how learning is achieved, 
does not delineate a blueprint for ac
tion on the part of teachers. However 
science teachers,usingaconstructivist 
referent, are called upon to provide 
opportunities that challenge students’ 
existing knowledge and help them de
velopnewunderstandingsof theworld 
around them. Much has been written 
aboutstrategies that teachersmightuse 
if they are teaching for understanding, 
often using constructivism as a refer
ent (Brooks & Brooks, 1999a, 1999b; 
Llewellyn, �005; Prawat, �989; Tobin 
& Tippins, �993; Windschitl, �999, 
�000; Yager, �996). What is clear is 
that, if instruction is designed using 
the tenetsofconstructivism, theremust 
also be a concurrent shift in strategies 

for assessing student understanding 
(Holmes & Leitzel, �993). 

Many science reform initiatives 
have centred on the need to teach sci
ence for theunderstandingofconcepts 
rather than for simple recall of facts 
without meaning. A conceptually-
oriented view of teaching includes 
the attributes of focus and coherence, 
negotiation,andanalysisanddiagnosis 
(Prawat, �989). It is this third attribute 
that science teachers, in particular, 
wouldrecognizeasbeingcritical to the 
progress of their students. Analysis of 
student learningshouldserveas theba
sis of instructional planning. Ongoing 
assessment of student understanding 
by the teacher provides information 
about the obstacles students are en
countering while negotiating their 
way toward conceptual understand
ing. Wiggins and McTighe (�005), 
for example, encourage teachers to 
adopt a process of backwards design 
increatingcurriculamaterials focused 
on teaching for understanding. They 
challenge teachers to “gather lots of 
evidence along the way” and explain 
that “the assessment of understanding 
should be thought of in terms of a col
lection of evidence over time instead 
of an event” (p. �5�). 

Constructivism, as a set of beliefs 
about knowing and knowledge, can 
be used as a referent for teachers 
to determine the learning potential 
of a given classroom situation. A 
constructivist view of learning has 
consequences not only for how one 
views an understanding of science 
content but also for how the role of a 
teacher isperceived.AccordingtoDuit 
and Treagust (�995, p. 5�), under this 
orientation, “the teacher is viewed as 
a facilitator of knowledge and not as 
a person who transfers knowledge to 
the brains of students.” Teachers need 

to decide what experiences should be 
provided in order to facilitate learning 
andhowthe learnercanrepresentwhat 
isalreadyknowntogivemeaningtothe 
new experiences. Brooks and Brooks 
(1999a) identify five principles that 
teachers who are interested in creat
ing constructivist classrooms need to 
understand: “teachers seek and value 
their students’ points of view, class
room activities challenge students 
suppositions, teachers pose problems 
of emerging relevance, teachers build 
lessons around primary concepts and 
bigideas, teachersassessstudent learn
ing in the context of daily teaching” 
(p. IX-X). 
An important guiding framework 

for science education in the United 
States is the National Science Educa
tion Standards (NSES), published by 
the National Research Council (NRC, 
�996). This document incorporates 
standards for science teaching,profes
sional development of teachers, as
sessment inscienceeducation, science 
content, science education programs, 
and science education systems. The 
NSES take the position that if teach
ers are to be prepared to teach for 
understanding, they need strong con
tent and content specific pedagogical 
knowledge. And, importantly, for the 
purposes of this study, they require a 
clear understanding of how students 
learn. While the NSES do not spe
cifically espouse any particular model 
for instruction, many of the teaching 
standards proposed in the NSES use 
language also found in the literature 
on teaching for understanding and 
constructivism. 

Although the NSES support a 
variety of performance-based assess
ments, a countervailing trend in both 
the political and educational arenas is 
towards a greater use of standardized 
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test scores as a measure of student 
achievement. The most common pur
posesofstate testingareaccountability 
for the schools and school districts, in
structional improvement,andprogram 
evaluation. A less common purpose 
is student diagnosis and placement. 
Widespread testing for accountability 
purposes has increased following the 
�00�enactmentof thefederal NoChild 
Left Behind legislation. Throughout 
the United States, there are state 
tests for students in mathematics and 
language arts, tests for science and 
social studies achievement are being 
developed and many states now have 
high school exit exams. In �995, Ryan 
and Miyasaka reported that multiple-
choice tests were the most common 
format (70%) for state tests, with 
other formats such as performance as
sessment (�8%) and portfolios (�8%) 
less evident. By contrast, within the 
classroom,nonmultiple-choice testing 
formats were predominant (Barton & 
Coley, �994). 

We have to make 
connections between ideas 
if greater meanings are to 
happen. 

In summary, teachers are working 
within a complex and contradictory 
teaching and assessment milieu. The 
widelylaudedNationalScienceEduca
tion Standards (NSC, �996), drawing 
on research into teaching and learning 
science,advocatearangeofclassroom, 
performance-based,normativeaswell 
as summative, measures to assess 
student understandings. The popular 
standardized testing movement draws 
from a different set of theoretical as
sumptionsabout teachingandlearning 

and school reform. This movement 
has resulted in the widespread ad
ministration of external, summative, 
uniform multiple-choice type tests. 
In their classrooms, teachers are 
responding to both pressures. While 
employingmainlynonmultiple-choice 
techniques to monitor understanding, 
they are also preparing students to sit 
for multiple-choice state tests. This 
studyofclassroomassessmentpractice 
examines how teachers manage to 
inhabit these two assessment worlds, 
and how they balance the dilemma of 
having to account to different groups 
in different ways. 

Research Design 
and Procedures 

This data for this article were col
lected by the first author as part of 
a year-long qualitative study of five 
science teachers fromtheSonoraFoot
hills School District—Ms. Springer, 
a multi-age teacher of grades one 
through three, two fifth grade teach
ers, Ms. Frederick and Mr. Gorman, a 
sixth grade teacher, Ms. Richardson, 
anda tenthgrade teacher,Ms.Cornette 
(district and teacher names are pseud
onyms). The Sonora Foothills District 
hadadeclaredpolicy of implementing 
theNSESaswellas improvingstudent 
scores on state and national standard
ized tests. Multiple methods of data 
collection included observational 
field notes, teacher journaling, and 
semi-structuredinterviews.Duringthe 
course of the study, Adrienne worked 
alongside the teachers as a participant 
observer (Adler & Adler, �994). The 
data were reported in the form of in
dividual case studies, incorporating 
lesson vignettes and teacher reflective 
commentaries. The case studies were 
analysed to identify common themes 
about teaching for understanding. 

Yin (1994) defines a case study as 
“anempirical inquiry that investigates 
acontemporaryphenomenonwithinits 
real life context” (p. �3). In this study, 
the contemporary phenomenon was 
teacher perceptions of student under
standing within the real-life context of 
thescienceclassroomand thepolitical 
and profession pressures that teachers 
were experiencing. The study fell into 
the category of a collective case study 
as several cases were studied jointly 
in order to inquire into the phenomena 
of teacher perceptions. Individual 
cases were chosen with the belief 
that understanding them might lead 
to a better understanding of a larger 
collection of cases (Stake, 1994). We 
see the analysis of these cases as a 
small step toward understanding on 
a general level the strategies teachers 
use to assess student understanding 
and their success in doing so. 

In the interest of brevity, in this 
article we present a full account of one 
of the cases, that of Ms. Joan Springer. 
While we do not claim that the case 
is representative of all five cases, it 
does capture most of the issues which 
emerged during this year-long study. 
The case includes an introduction 
and narrative vignette (Polkinghorne, 
1995) of one of Joan Springer’s les
sons, narrated by Adrienne, followed 
by a reflective commentary on the 
central issue of teaching for under
standing, narrated by Joan. The case is 
followed by a discussion of the issues 
emanating from this and the other four 
cases, supported by excerpts from the 
other cases where appropriate. 

The Case of Joan Springer
Ms. Joan Springer was an expe

rienced elementary school teacher, 
having taught in kindergarten - sixth 
grade classes for the last �8 years. 
She was also a teacher leader in the 
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Sonora Foothills District in the area 
of staff development and, for several 
years, helped teach a requisite class 
for all new teachers that covered 
Madeline Hunter’s Essential Ele
ments of Instruction (Gentile, �988; 
Hunter, 1979). During the five years 
previous to this study, Ms. Springer 
taught a multi-age, first through third 
grade, class. 

Within her multi-age classroom, 
Ms. Springer worked to build a sense 
of community among her students. 
When in her classroom it was very 
common for me to observe older stu
dents helping younger ones without 
prompting; sharing their knowledge 
andunderstandingofvariousconcepts 
and helping the younger ones learn 
basic skills. By adhering to the multi-
age concept that students learn best by 
learning from many different people 
in many different ways and with the 
help of many classroom visitors and 
volunteers, Ms. Springer managed to 
balance the range of needs presented 
by her multi-age students. 

The following case study story fo
cusesonone ofMs.Springer’s lessons 
in a unit on electricity. Although this 
was actually a unit in the third grade 
curriculum,all thestudents in theroom 
participated in the lesson. I observed 
the case study story lesson close to 
the beginning of the electricity unit. 
During most of the lesson I sat with 
the students and scripted as much of 
theconversationbetweenstudentsand 
teacher as possible. When the students 
wereassigned towork in their learning 
groupsmyrolechangedfromobserver 
to participant and I was no longer able 
to record the students’comments. Im
mediately after the lesson, I left the 
classroom and wrote as many of the 
students’ words as I could remember 
in my own journal. I also recorded my 
impressions and questions about the 

lesson so that I would later be able to 
discussthemwithMs.Springer.Within 
a day or so after my observation she 
sentmeher journalnotes, includingher 
thoughts about what she perceived to 
be a dilemma posed by the electricity 
unit as a whole. Later, when we had 
an opportunity to talk about it, Ms. 
Springerrelatedthedifficultiesshewas 
experiencing as she tried to maintain 
the integrity of her multi-age program 
while, at the same time, planning for 
appropriate science instruction for all 
of the students in her classroom. 

Teaching Vignette: 
“Atoms Get Recycled”

Students entered Ms. Springer’s 
class as soon as the bell rang. Class 
began with the students reciting the 
“Pledge of Allegiance” and then sing
ing the class song. Ms. Springer told 
her students that she would be reading 
them a story about electricity before 
they started on their ‘theme’(science) 
project for the day. She told them that 
the story would be about electrons 
travelingaroundmakinglightandheat. 
The electrons would also be traveling 
thorough wires during the story. 

The students sat on a rug and lis
tened quietly as Ms. Springer read. 
Immediately after the story was fin
ished, they raised their hands to make 
comments. A third grader said, “I’m 
thinking about yesterday and I think 
atoms get recycled.” 

Mrs. Springer responded, “Atoms 
get recycled? What a wonderful con
cept and good thinking. What did the 
electrons in the story do?” 

Another student answered, “Elec
trons go differently. Only one atom 
jumps. Then it dies and another one 
jumps.” 

“What else did you learn from 
the story?” Ms. Springer asked the 
class. 

Again a third grader answered. “I 
learned that at the power plant they 
send out a whole lot of electricity and 
when it gets to our houses it lights the 
lights.” 
“That fits into what I want to talk 

about today,” Ms. Springer replied. 
“We are going to add sources of 
electricity to our web.” Ms. Springer 
frequently used a concept map or web 
design to illustrate how various parts 
of a lesson interrelated. At this time 
she pointed to the web that had been 
started the day before. “Sources are 
where electricity comes from. There 
are three places. One is the sun. Do 
you remember the others from yes
terday?” 

“Water,” answered one student. 
“Wind,” another said. 
“What did I ask you to write about 

yesterday? What you think about 
electricity?” 

This time a second grader began to 
get in on the discussion. “Could we 
read what we wrote?” 
Another second grader joined in 

with, “I learned that when electrons 
jump we get electricity.” Several stu
dents shared the comments that they 
had written in their journals on the 
previous day after seeing a Bill Nye 
movie about atoms and electricity. 
Many repeated the idea that electrons 
jump from atom to atom. 

“Do you remember what I said we 
were going to do next?” Ms. Springer 
thenasked.“Eachperson isgoing todo 
an individual report and each group is 
going to do a project as a group. Your 
reports can be about any part of our 
electricity web that you are interested 
in. The web includes the words atoms, 
sources, how it works, and safety cen
tered on the word electricity. In order 
to write about one of these four parts 
we need to have a little more informa
tion about atoms. Can you understand 
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about electricity if you don’t know 
about atoms?” 

“No”, a third grader replied. 
Ms. Springer continued with abrief 

discussion of the structure of atoms. 
“So we have to learn about atoms. 
Look at the back of your hand. Do 
you see little sections? These are like 
cells and they are made of molecules. 
Molecules are made of atoms. They 
are very, very tiny. You can’t see them 
with just your eye. Do you remember 
what an atom looks like?” 
A third grader answered quickly, 

“Atoms have a nucleus inside and that 
is made of protons and neutrons and 
electrons around the outside.” 

Another question from the teacher, 
“And if electrons jump from atom to 
atom in a circle that is closed what do 
we have?” 

Athird grade student answered, “A 
circuit, electricity.” 

Ms. Springer then explained to her 
students that atoms are invisible to us 
and students would have to take the 
scientist’s word for the fact that they 
exist. “This isoneof the things thathas 
to be taken on faith.” She then showed 
the students a diagram of an atom. “It 
is just like you have described. Look 
how much space there is between the 
nucleus of an atom and the electrons. 
Atoms make up your body and your 
body is 99% space.” 
“Take a minute before we go on and 

write about an atom in your journal. 
You little ones can draw and then 
put labels on the parts. The second 
and third graders need to write some 
sentences. I’d also like you to write 
about an “aha” moment that you had 
from the video, something that you 
now understand because you watched 
it. What were some of your “aha” 
moments?” 

The students’ responses included 
“energytakes lotsofpower,”“aturbine 

makeswater toelectricity”and“Iwant 
to find out about kinetic energy so I 
understand it.” 
“How long do you think it will take 

tounderstandall there is toknowabout 
electricity?” asked the teacher. 
A first grade student who had been 

silent during rest of the conversation 
didn’t wait to be called on. “All your 
life!” 

After a few minutes had passed and 
all thestudentshadaddedsomethingto 
their journals Ms. Springer continued 
with the lessonbygivingdirections for 
theremainderof theclassperiod.“OK, 
when you’re done with your journals 

To me, understanding is 
when students demonstrate 
they know the concept or 
skill by correctly performing 
it in a similar but not 
exactly the same way. 

you are to get in your learning groups 
and start working on your reports. You 
can also talk about your project with 
your group if you wish.” “Remember 
that you older students are responsible 
foryourownreportsaswellasworking 
with the younger kids when they need 
help.”Students were also instructed to 
decide on a group project with each 
student to be given a task appropriate 
to his or her grade level abilities and 
interests. Each group was composed 
of four students including at least one 
third grade, one second grade and one 
first grade student. 

At this point in the lesson I stopped 
scripting the dialogue and began to 
help various children find books that 
they wanted to use. A third grade girl 
asked me for help in locating informa

tion about how a hydroelectric dam 
worked. Together we found a book 
with a good picture and accompany
ing diagram with an explanation. I let 
her explain the process to me until 
she became frustrated with trying to 
understand how turning the turbines 
created energy that was stored in what 
lookedlikeabigbatteryinthediagram. 
I reminded her of what her classmate 
had said earlier about it possibly tak
inga lifetimetounderstandeverything 
aboutelectricityandsuggestedthatshe 
didnotneed to understandeverydetail 
in third grade in order to do her report. 
She was visibly relieved and confided 
that she had been to a hydroelectric 
dam with her family and after this 
report she would be able to explain 
to them just how it worked. 

As I continued to circulate around 
the room I had other opportunities to 
ask the students about what they had 
learnedorwere in the processof learn
ing. One group, whose project was 
going to be about electrical storms, 
shared the following insights with 
me. A third grade student related that 
“electricity comes from storms and 
atoms, electrons jump from atom to 
atom making electricity”; another 
third grade student shared that “atoms 
are electricity, they are so small that 
we can’t see them but scientists can 
and they know they are there”; the 
second grade member of the group 
explained “atoms are electricity, they 
jump through a wire to the light bulb. 
Theonefirstgradestudent in thegroup 
hadbeenfollowing the directionof the 
older students during their project ac
tivities. He had spent most of the time 
carefully drawing a picture of an atom 
including a nucleus with electrons in a 
ring around the outside. When it was 
his turn to share his learning he smiled 
at me and said, “I love atoms. I’m do
ing my report on them. They are very 
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small. I have to use my imagination 
to see them.” 

The lesson illustrated by the case 
study story raised many questions in 
mymindabouthowMs.Springermade 
assessments of what the students had 
actually learned during the course of 
the lesson. She and I discussed these 
questions and others by an exchange 
of journal entries and in follow-up 
conversations. In addition, during the 
fieldstudy, Iwasable twice toquestion 
Ms. Springer extensively about her 
background in teaching, the strategies 
that she finds most useful in teaching 
scienceandherperceptionsofwhather 
studentsunderstoodduring the lessons 
that I had observed. The following 
commentary was constructed almost 
entirely from Ms. Springer’s words 
during our conversations and inter
views. It representsherownreflections 
on her teaching and on the methods 
she relies on to determine what her 
students are accomplishing. 

Joan’s Reflective 

Commentary


“I can’t,” is rarely heard in my 
classroom. I have tried to create a 
classroom culture in which all the 
children feel like they can dowhatever 
they are asked to try. I’m finding that 
the longer I teach multi-age the more 
that is happening. We are a group for a 
long time and it is important to create a 
sub-culture of sharing that encourages 
each student to support the others as 
they learn. One of the things we have 
made a point of is that our informa
tion or knowledge should not be kept 
a secret. It should be shared so we can 
all build on it. 

When I am introducing a new 
science topic or unit I like to use a 
“web” type diagram, much like a 
concept map. It traditionally includes 

the parts of the topic we are going to 
explore and what I want the students 
to find out. I use the same idea of a 
web to help the students build bridges 
between the different units that we 
work on. My students build mental 
bridges not only from unit to unit but 
also from year to year. The kids will 
make statements to each other like 
“... remember last year, how we did 
that? Well this is how it fits.” 
Another thing that I think is useful 

for teaching isaclearunderstandingof 
Bloom’sTaxonomyofcritical thinking 
skills.Theability touse that taxonomy 
to ask questions and elicit responses 
is critical for discussion within my 
multi-agegroup.Iexpectresponsesata 
higher level of thinking from my older 
students than from the younger ones. 
I try to deliberately phrase questions 
so that each child will have to stretch 
his or her thinking. 
I think it is vitally important that 

I am aware of my students’ existing 
beliefs and understandings. We have 
to make connections between ideas 
if greater meanings are to happen. If 
students don’t have a base to connect 
with, learning doesn’t take place. As a 
teacher I have to know if everyone is 
on the same track or someone will get 
lost along the way while I am going on 
and on. You need to help students get 
back on the right track as soon as you 
can so they don’t get lost. You have to 
talk with kids all the time to see what 
they understand. I try to check for 
understanding constantly by talking 
to my students, watching them work 
and asking questions. Sometimes I 
am very methodical about checking 
at specific stages in a long-term proj
ect. Typically my questions might be 
“What is ...?; How do we know that 
...?; Where do we go from here ...?” 
With my multi-age kids a younger one 
might not know how to answer each 

question but will benefit from hav 
ing the correct answer repeated and 
explained by an older child. 

I am not a proponent of standard
ized tests as a means of determining 
how well my students are doing. I 
don’t think the format provides a 
fair test of what children can do. To 
me, understanding is when students 
demonstrate they know the concept 
or skill by correctly performing it in a 
similar but not exactly the same way. 
This could be through conversation 
or demonstration. They are successful 
when they can bring the learning back 
and apply it to a different yet similar 
situation or build onto that learning to 
go to the next step. I think that levels 
of understanding are different. What 
one person understands at an early 
stage should deepen and expand with 
more experiences with the same or 
similar concept. 

The most effective way for me to 
assess the progress of my students 
is to listen to them on an individual 
basis. Final assessments come from 
presentationsandprojects.Evenwhen 
there are group projects, each student 
is expected to complete an individual 
component on his/her level. Overall, 
I think my students understand a great 
deal about their lessons. People ask 
about multi-age all the time. They 
don’t understand how you can teach 
a first grader and a third grader at the 
same time. I wish they could see the 
students’ presentations. First graders 
might stand up and say a few words 
about plants while third graders ex
plainphotosynthesis.Thisyear,during 
presentations to parents, one of my 
studentsannouncedthathedidn’twish 
to share his report. Instead, he talked 
about how everything is connected. 
He clearly was able to build bridges 
between topics he had discussed in 
class.Thiswas justanordinarykid that 
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lovedwhatwehadbeendoingandwas 
involved in his own learning. 

Discussion 
The purpose of the study was to 

describe how and why teachers are 
teaching and assessing for under
standing within the context of the 
accountability dilemma. The data, 
exemplified in the above case of Ms. 
Springer, included observations of the 
teachers’instructionalandassessment 
strategies. In analyzing the data, we 
identified commonalities of thought 
and action across the five case studies. 
We found that it was not possible to 
separate teachers’ practices into two 
disconnectedsetsofactions,onebeing 
of instruction and the other of assess
ment. Ineachcasestudy,assessmentof 
student understanding was embedded 
in instruction, as was instruction, in 
some instances, embedded in assess-
ment.Asweanalyzed thedatawewere 
able to identify themes that were both 
specific to each individual teacher’s 
practice and common among all of 
the participating teachers. The themes 
included the link between teaching 
and assessing for understanding, the 
tension between professional and 
political assessment expectations, the 
preference for informal information 
on student achievement, and teach
ers’ capacity to manage a dilemma of 
pedagogical choices. 

The link between teaching 
and assessing
 

for understanding

The outcomes of this research con

firmthateachof the teachers in thecase 
studies developed their own percep
tions of their students’ understanding 
by using a number of different assess
ment strategies. These strategies were 
embedded in their individualpractices 
of instruction as well as assessment. 

As a result it was difficult to separate 
their instructional strategies fromtheir 
assessment strategies. 

The study teachers were observed 
using a wide range of techniques, 
including journaling activities, ques
tioning strategies, group projects, 
one-on-one interviews,conceptmaps, 
activity reports, and student presen
tations to determine their students’ 
levels of understanding during and at 
the end of the instructional units. As 
exemplified in the “Atoms Get Re 
cycled” vignette, teachers frequently 
used information gained from these 
sources to adjust their instruction in 
order to meet their students’ needs. 
Prawat (1989) identified teaching for 
understanding by its “highly analytic 
anddiagnosticnature” (p.324). Just as 
Ms. Springer encouraged her students 
to explore their ideas about atoms, the 
other study teachers favored a facilita
tion role over a transmissionist role. 
In the process of facilitation they used 
the analysis of student understanding 
for instructionaldecisionmakingsuch 
as the addition of alternative activities 
to aid the progress of students with 
different learning styles. Ms. Springer 
employedthisstrategywhensheadded 
activities toherelectricityunitbecause 
some of the students were having 
troubleunderstandingtheconceptsshe 
wanted them to learn. Another of the 
studyteachers,Mr.Gorman,employed 
a similar strategy when teaching a les
son on Bernoulli’s principle. 

Final assessments employed by 
the five study teachers included 
performance assessments, project 
presentations, one-on-one interviews 
and student-led parent conferences 
as well as teacher-generated paper 
and pencil tests. For example, Ms. 
Springer had her students complete 
independent projects on electricity 
and present their work at a parent 

gathering. During these processes the 
teachers often provided instructional 
feedback comments. Ms. Springer did 
this while the students were work
ing on their projects. Another of the 
teachers, Ms. Fredericks, used one-
on-one final assessment interviews to 
teach students the concepts they were 
struggling with. In these instances the 
focus of assessment was on student 
understanding of concepts and the 
processes of reasoning rather than on 
the production of ‘correct’ standard
ized answers. 

The tension between 
professional and political 
assessment expectations
Theteachers in theSonoraFoothills 

School District were challenged by 
the district goal to be “the number 
one school district in the nation … as 
evidenced by test scores.” At the time 
of this study, teachers were offered 
incentive pay bonuses if they were 
able to meet specific short-term goals 
in order to make progress towards the 
districtgoal.Thescience teacherswho 
participated in this study often talked 
about the difficulties in reconciling 
their preferred instructional and as
sessment practices and the testing 
parameters established by the school 
district. 

Teachers felt that they were sub
jected tocontradictorydirection about 
how to determine the level of under
standing that students were achieving 
in their classrooms. In each case they 
felt they were receiving conflicting 
signals from the district administra
tion in terms of how to adequately 
evaluate theprogressof their students. 
Teachers were encouraged by the 
district to participate in workshops 
and training including several days 
of training in Madeline Hunter’s 
elements of instruction, multiple 
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Teachers’ knowledge of 
science content and science 
content pedagogy as well 
as their personal knowledge 
and experience impacted 
their instructional and 
assessment decisions. 

intelligences, brain-based learning, 
multi-age classroom instruction, and 
the use of performance assessments. 
Ms. Springer, for example, took a 
lead role in this program. The district 
curriculum had been rewritten shortly 
before this research began. The teach
ers involved in thecurriculumrevision 
used the NSES as the framework 
for the revision process. One of the 
study teachers, Ms. Cornette, a high 
school chemistry teacher worked with 
colleagues who had had extensive 
training in using learning cycles to 
teach for understanding. Many of 
those opportunities supported prac
tices recommended by advocates of 
constructivist teaching. At the same 
time,however, the teacherswerebeing 
encouragedtodevelop teachingstrate
giesdeliberatelyfocusedonraising the 
standardized test scores. 

Withintheirclassroomstheteachers 
plannedfor science instructionandas
sessment in lightof thesecontradictory 
directions. They fulfilled their respon
sibilities as they understood them to 
be in terms of administering standard
ized tests but most of the teachers did 
not seem to place much value in the 
information that might be gained from 
the test results. In her commentary 
Ms. Springer dismissed the validity 
of the mandated standardized tests in 
determining student understanding 
and achievement. Another teacher, 
Mr. Gorman, was also concerned that 

scores on “the district tests will [not] 
correlate very well with the learning 
and understanding that [his] students 
have accomplished”. However, he did 
acknowledge that these types of tests 
were here to stay, as people could 
understand them easily. 

Two of the teachers, Ms. Freder
icks and Ms. Richardson, rejected the 
usefulness of standardized test scores, 
preferring performance assessments 
for the final determination of student 
achievement.Ms.Fredericksadminis 
tered the district-mandated tests to her 
students but did not find the resulting 
scores useful in her determination 
of student success. Ms. Richardson 
expressed a willingness to use the 
test scores as an indicator of student 
success at some time in the future but 
did not trust the accuracy with which 
the scores reflected her student’s ac
complishments. In her words, “the 
tests are too picky, too specific in the 
nature of the questions.” 

Of all the teacher participants in 
this study Ms. Cornette was the one 
most open to using standardized test 
scores for the final assessment of her 
students’ achievement because she 
understood these tests to be part of 
the “real world” and felt she should 
start preparing her students to be suc
cessful when taking them. In spite of 
her willingness to accommodate the 
district mandate she did not feel that 
the tests tested what she taught and 
preferred other assessment strategies. 
When the standardized test scores did 
arrive, Ms. Cornette found them to be 
unhelpful. 

BothMr.Gormanand Ms. Cornette 
acknowledged the reality of standard
ized testing.They reasoned thatwhile, 
over time, performance assessments 
might gain public approval, standard
ized tests are currently viewed by 
manyas reliableandvalidmeasuresof 

student achievement. They were pre
pared to comply with the district plan 
in order to prepare students to be suc
cessful on standardized achievement 
tests that they might have to take in the 
future. Neither expressed any interest 
personally in using the test scores to 
informtheirownteaching.Overall, the 
teacher participants gave only cursory 
attention to any use of standardized 
test scores, in spite of the fact that 
administering the tests and increas
ing student scores on the tests was a 
district mandate. Each teacher met the 
district guideline of administering the 
required tests. However, as a group, 
the teachers were not using standard
ized tests to inform their teaching or 
determine the level of understanding 
that their students had achieved. 

The preference for informal 
information on 

student achievement 
The teacher participants in this 

study assessed student understand
ing continually during the instruction 
process and preferred performance 
type assessments to paper and pencil 
tests as final assessments. Typically, 
teachers used assessment strategies at 
the beginning of lessons to determine 
what students already knew about a 
new subject or what they remembered 
frompreviouslessons.Theyembedded 
assessment in their instruction to de
termineifstudentswereunderstanding 
as lessons proceeded and used various 
assessment strategies to determine 
final achievement of understanding. 

All of the teacher participants 
deliberately included strategies to 
determine the initial understanding 
of students as new lessons began. Ms. 
Springer, for example, used concept 
maps to find out what her students 
knew about electricity. She referred to 
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the importanceofsharing information, 
emphasizing that “knowledge should 
not be kept a secret.” Mr. Gorman 
planned and posed questions about 
the ‘big ideas’of each new unit to find 
out what students understood at the 
beginning of the unit and to generate 
discussion among the students about 
the new topic. Both Ms. Richardson 
and Ms. Cornette used daily warm-
up activities to begin their classes. 
Students were frequently asked, in 
Ms. Richardson’s class, to reflect on 
previous learning or experience and 
make connections to the new learn
ing. Ms. Cornette asked her students 
to answer questions directly relating 
to the lesson taught the day before. All 
teachers used the student responses to 
determine the level of understanding 
that students had at the beginning of 
the lessons and adjusted their instruc
tional plans accordingly. This strategy 
is nicely illustrated in the lesson on 
electricitydescribedearlier,whenMs. 
Springer posed open ended questions 
after reading the storyaboutelectrons, 
light and heat. 

Each of the teacher participants 
integrated assessment of student 
understanding into their instructional 
strategies.Thosepracticesvariedfrom 
informal questions during whole class 
discussions,one-on-oneconversations 
between teachers and students as 
students were working on individual 
assignments,discussion ofhomework 
assignments, quizzes, and reflective 
writings. Teachers used information 
gathered from these sources to inform 
and adjust their instruction in order to 
provide opportunities for more stu
dents to be successful. For example, 
in the electricity lesson, Ms. Springer 
checked students’ understanding by 
asking them to write about their “aha” 
moments after watching a video. On 
many occasions, both Mr. Gorman 

Given the current 
political climate, which 
emphasizes the importance 
of student success on 
high stakes, multiple-
choice achievement tests, 
teachers who are striving 
to maintain constructivist 
teaching practices are 
working in an environment 
that would seem to be 
counterproductive to their 
efforts. 

and Ms. Fredericks added specific 
activities to their planned instruction 
becausefeedbackfromstudentdiscus
sions informed them that students had 
beenstrugglingwithspecificconcepts. 
Many of the lessons observed in Ms. 
Richardson’sclassendedwithareview 
of the day’s learning. These question 
and answer sessions served to inform 
herofhowthoroughlyherstudentshad 
understood the material presented in 
her daily lessons. 

All of the teachers stated that they 
wouldprefer to intervieweachstudent 
individually in order to assess their 
final understanding of the concepts 
taught in class. Ms. Springer referred 
to the importance of “listening to 
students on an individual basis.” Ms. 
Fredericks was actually able to sched
ule her classes so that she could have 
those interviews at the end of several 
science units. She used the product of 
performance-type assessments as the 
focus of those interviews. In the case 
of an electricity unit she had her stu
dents build circuit boards and explain 
the differences between parallel and 
series circuits. If they weren’t sure of 
theconcepts tobeassessedsheworked 

with theminaone-on-onesettinguntil 
they understood. 

Each of the elementary teachers 
expressed a strong preference for 
using performance-based assessment 
in determining the level of student un
derstanding achieved in their classes. 
Ms. Springer preferred performance 
assessments including presentations 
andprojectsandbelieved that students 
demonstrated understanding when 
they could apply learning in differ
ent situations. In the three units of 
instruction observed in Mr. Gorman’s 
classroom his final assessment of stu
dent understanding was embedded in 
an analysis of a final project. In one 
case the project involved wiring a 
model house with series and parallel 
circuits. Another was constructing 
and describing the interrelationships 
in a freshwater ecosystem and a third 
involved building and flying paper 
airplanes andexplaininghowandwhy 
variations in design affected the flight 
of the planes. 

The middle and high school teach
ers also expressed a preference for 
performance-basedassessment.These 
teachers expressed concern that the 
districtmandatedmultiple-choicetests 
didnotcorrespondtothecontent taught 
in the classroom and could never ac
curately test what was learned. There 
was a clear disconnection between the 
goals of the teachers in this study in 
assessingstudentperformanceand the 
district goal of being the number one 
district in the nation as evidenced by 
standardized test scores. 

During the study the teacher par
ticipants implemented assessment 
strategies that correlated with the 
suggestions found in the literature on 
teachingforunderstanding.TheNSES 
advocate the planning of assessment 
as an integral part of instruction. Ac
cording to the NSES, assessments 
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embedded in the curriculum can serve 
at least three purposes: “to determine 
the students’initial understanding and 
abilities, to monitor student progress, 
and to collect information to grade 
student achievement” (NRC, �996, p. 
87). These teachers used assessment 
for all three of the NSES identified 
purposes. As illustrated in the vignette 
of Ms. Springer’s teaching, teachers 
made instructional decisions based on 
initialdiagnosisofstudentunderstand
ing and ongoing analysis of student 
achievement. 

The capacity to manage 
a dilemma of 

pedagogical choices 
Each decision about teaching and 

assessment required judgments on 
the part of the teacher about purpose 
and implementation. The teachers 
in this study were faced with a di
lemma of pedagogical choices. One 
such dilemma was in determining 
the level of understanding of science 
content that their students achieved 
during and as a result of instruction. 
When lessons were more heavily 
packed with content information in 
the elementary classrooms there was 
evidence that teachersacceptedrecita
tion for understanding. For example, 
inMs.Springer’smulti-ageclassroom, 
there were students who memorized 
and copied representations of atomic 
structure as their teacher drew them 
on the board. These efforts were ac
cepted by the teacher as evidence of 
understanding. 

When lessons were focused on 
concepts, teachers at the elementary 
level often used performance assess
ments to determine the levelof student 
achievement. Mr. Gorman asked his 
students to wire a model of a house 
using both series and parallel circuits. 
Ms. Fredericks had her students build 

a circuit board and explain to her how 
it worked. Mr. Gorman determined 
the level of understanding of airplane 
flight that his students achieved by 
having them construct paper airplanes 
and analyze why changes in the model 
resulted in change in flight pattern. 
Ms. Springer had her students read 
about food chains and webs and then 
choosedifferentecosystemsandmake 
drawings of different food webs. Mr. 
Gorman had his students build mini-
ponds in the classroom and watch the 
feeding process of several organisms 
at different ranks in the food chain. 
In each case the lesson focus was on 
broad concepts and the assessment of 
understanding was based on student 
use of the concepts to analyze differ
ent situations. 

The teachers in this study brought 
a broad range of knowledge and ex 
perience to their science teaching, in
cluding knowledge of science content 
and science content pedagogy. Each 
teacher made daily decisions about 
what content to teach, which instruc
tional strategies to use, what level of 
student understanding of concepts 
to expect and how to assess student 
understanding. As they implemented 
their lesson plans and taught for un
derstanding, they faced a dilemma 
relating to their individual bases of 
knowledge and experience. Teachers’ 
knowledge of science content and 
science content pedagogy as well as 
their personal knowledge and experi
ence impacted their instructional and 
assessment decisions. 

Conclusions 
This researchraisessomeimportant 

issues about teaching and assessing 
for understanding in the context of 
a complex policy environment. The 
first issue concerns the importance 
of recognizing the impact of politi
cal pressures on classroom teachers. 

Organizing aconstructivist classroom 
based on the principles of teaching for 
understanding and then recognizing 
student understanding when it occurs 
is problematic at best for teachers at 
all grade levels. Given the current po
litical climate, which emphasizes the 
importance of student success on high 
stakes, multiple-choice achievement 
tests, teacherswhoarestrivingtomain
tain constructivist teaching practices 
are working in an environment that 
wouldseemtobecounterproductive to 
their efforts. Those who are interested 
inwhat teachersare thinkinganddoing 
as an important component of efforts 
towards educational reform and those 
who are teachers of teachers need to 
fully understand the dichotomous role 
that teachers have to fill. 

The second issue is about the 
importance that teachers place on 
connecting teaching and assessment. 
Assessment of student achievement, 
as a topic of discussion, has become 
a focus of political rhetoric as well as 
a concern among science educators. 
The political push for accountability 
frequently eclipses the intent of the 
NSES and the educational practices 
suggested by constructivist learning 
theory and the principles of teach
ing for understanding. This study 
revealed that teachers, as evidenced 
by their daily practices, are advocates 
of assessment strategies that allow 
students to demonstrate what they 
know and focus on the content that is 
most important for students to learn. 
When there is a correlation between, 
and integration of, instruction and as
sessment, teachers can develop sound 
perceptions of student understanding, 
at both the formative and summative 
stages. As a result they can adjust 
their instruction according to student 
needs and develop higher order as
sessment strategies. Other evaluation 
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techniques such as the use of external 
multiplechoicestylestandardizedtests 
may provide quantifiable standards of 
achievement but the level of learning 
that they assess may not be consistent 
with the depth of conceptual under
standing that students have achieved. 
In addition, results of such tests are 
often not available to teachers during 
the instructional process and thus do 
not serveasa tool to informinstruction 
of the students that were tested. 

Finally, we return more directly to 
the issueof theaccountabilitydilemma 
and to teachers’ capacity to operate 
within a complex policy milieu. After 
tracking these five teachers for the 
almost a year, what strikes us is how 
competently the teachers were able 
to deal with the multiple pressures 
inherent in this dilemma. The five 
teachers managed to hold these two 
accountability requirements in a kind 
of dialectic tension. They recognized 
the political reality of being held to 
account by the school board and the 
public at large through the administra
tion of standardized tests. They also 
recognized the central importance 
of a different kind of practical ac
countability, to individual students 
and their parents for building student 
understanding. We found that teach
ers were able to both separate and 
integrate these two kinds of account 
ability. They wanted students to do 
well on the standardized tests and to 
develop their understandings. Their 
day-to-day practice, however, was 
motivated primarily by a desire to 
improve understanding, and in doing 
so they drew information from a wide 
variety of sources.Thesesourceswere 
mainly informal but also formal (and 
potentially including, where feasible, 
available and useful, standardized 
test scores). We conclude with the 
observation that the teachers in this 

study were able to work in a complex 
accountability milieu by operating 
with a pragmatic sense of making ef
ficient and effective use of available 
resources, andmotivatedbyadesire to 
develop understanding in the students 
in their care. 
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Kenneth W. Miller, David M. Davison 

What Makes a Secondary School

Science and/or Mathematics Teacher


“Highly Qualified?”
	
The authors examine the impact of the “highly qualified” teacher aspect of 
the NCLB legislation. They conclude that a highly qualified teacher requires 
much more than just content knowledge.
	

Introduction 
Issues facing schools abound from 

NCLB legislation. In science and 
mathematics teacher pre-service and 
in-service preparation, these issues 
are paramount for institutions of 
higher education, especially in terms 
of the definition of “highly qualified” 
teacher. Within this paper we will 
discuss the science and mathematics 
issues facingourstateandnation.Spe
cificallywewill examine the literature 
supporting the major / minor teaching 
certification and NCLB’s effect on a 
rural western state. 

The No Child Left Behind (NCLB) 
act has, without a doubt, been the most 
controversial federal law of the centu
ry. As public schools set about abiding 
by this law, universities are faced with 
the task of preparing teachers that are 
deemed “highly qualified” according 
to federal definition. While the law 
specifically evaluates and assesses the 
public education sector, ramifications 
of the law thread their way into higher 
education. Colleges of Education 
focused heavily on the preparation of 
the nation’s teachers are remiss if they 
continue to operate as before NCLB 
guidelines on preparation of “highly 
qualified” teachers. Specifically in 
science and mathematics teacher 

preservice and inservice preparation, 
these issues are paramount for institu
tions of higher education, especially 
in terms of the definition of “highly 
qualified” teacher. 

There has also been general recog
nition, stimulated in large measure by 
the Third International Mathematics 
and Science Study (TIMSS), that the 
United States has fallen behind other 
countries in the effectiveness of its 
science and mathematics instruction. 
Educational analysts, together with 
calls for reform from the public, 
have proposed several solutions to 
the problems (see below). In essence, 
universitiesarefacedwiththedaunting 
task of preparing secondary teachers 
with a certifiable major in all teaching 
fields, a task specifically problematic 
at the middle and high school levels. 

These findings suggest 
that increased content 
knowledge, while 
important, will not of 
itself guarantee that a 
teacher will be better 
able to increase student 
performance. 

Where a teaching minor was once a 
certifiable option, NCLB legislation 
now requires states to individualize 
their certification requirements with 
a HOUSSE (High Objective State 
Standard of Evaluation) plan that all 
but eliminates transferability across 
state borders. 

Whether or not a teacher is “highly 
qualified” as defined by the NCLB 
federal education law is not an easy 
question to answer. To confound 
the guidelines, each state is asked to 
further clarify the meaning of several 
of these requirements, particularly 
the HOUSSE. Without exception, all 
states must prepare to meet the �005
�006 “highly qualified” mandate. 
There is, however, new flexibility 
for rural states. Accordingly, the U.S. 
Department of Education (USDOE) 
suggests that, “Under this new policy, 
teachers in eligible, rural districts 
who are highly qualified in at least 
one subject will have three years to 
become highly qualified in the ad
ditional subjects they teach. They 
must also be provided professional 
development, intense supervision or 
structuredmentoringtobecomehighly 
qualified in those additional subjects” 
(�005, p 3). The USDOE also sug
gests that science teachers need more 
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flexibility in the interpretation of the 
law. While there is no ambivalence 
regarding the highly qualified status 
for mathematics teachers, science 
teachers must have a major in each 
science discipline or have a broadfield 
major. The USDOE suggests, “Now, 
states may determine—based on their 
currentcertificationrequirements—to 
allow science teachers to demonstrate 
that they are highly qualified either 
in “broad field” science or individual 
fieldsof science (suchasphysics,biol 
ogy or chemistry)” (p. 3). However, 
the USDOE must approve the state’s 
recommendation. 

The USDOE is quite specific 
regarding the definition of “highly 
qualified”. Teachers must have an 
academicmajor in thesubject that they 
are teaching; coursework equivalent 
to an undergraduate academic major; 
a graduate degree in the subject be 
ing taught; a professional license in 
the subject being taught; or National 
BoardCertificationinthesubjectbeing 
taught. The No Child Left Behind law 
does not require current teachers to 
return toschoolorgetadegree inevery 
subject they teach to demonstrate that 
they are “highly qualified”. The law 
allows them to provide an alternative 
method (HOUSSE) for experienced 
teachers todemonstratesubject-matter 
competency that recognizes, among 
other things, theexperience,expertise, 
and professional training 

Figure 1garnered over time in the 
teaching profession. How-
ever,withoutaHOUSSEin 
action, practicing teachers 
who are qualified in one 
subject; e.g., biology, and 
are also teaching in a minor area like 
chemistry, have until June 30, 2007 
to become highly qualified in these 
additional subject areas. 

Individual HOUSSE plans are as 

unique as are the individual states. 
However, one example might serve to 
help inour understandingof thenature 
of HOUSSE. Consider a HOUSSE 
plan that consists of a measurement 
of content knowledge through the 
PRAXISII (4.0points)added toaGPA 
measurement (4.0 points) added to an 
assessmentof teaching (4.0points) for 
�� total possible points. States could 
determine in their HOUSSE plan a 
cut-off score, for example 9.0 and 
teachers scoring at or above that score 
would be deemed highly qualified. 
Additional scoringcomponentcriteria 
might include a score for professional 
development and/or teaching experi
ence. Essentially, the formula might 
look like Figure 1. 

Thus, this example of a HOUSSE 
formula could determine the state’s 
definitionofahighlyqualified teacher. 
But, is it just a means to an end? That 
is, does even this adjusted definition 
of “highly qualified teacher” guaran
tee that our nation’s students will be 
better served? 

Are highly qualified teachers 
better teachers? 

It is clear from the pronouncements 
from the USDOE discussed above 
that it can be assumed as unarguable 
that highly qualified teachers are 
superior to those who are less well 
qualified. However, the research on 

teachers had only a cursory under
standing of the concepts underlying 
elementary mathematics. In general, 
there appears to be no association 
between the number of advanced 
mathematics courses a teacher takes 
and how well his/her students achieve 
in mathematics (Monk, 1994). This is 
not a recent revelation. Begle (�979) 
concluded 

It iswidelybelievedthat themore 
a teacherknowsabouthissubject 
matter, themoreeffectivehewill 
be as a teacher. The empirical 
literature suggests that this be
lief needs drastic modification 
and in fact suggests that once a 
teacher reaches a certain level of 
understandingofthesubjectmat
ter, then further understanding 
contributes nothing to student 
achievement. (p. 5�) 

Notwithstanding the lack of clear 
evidence supporting the posited 
relationship between teachers’ math
ematicalknowledgeandstudentachieve-
ment, there is strong intuitive support 
for thenotionthatstudentachievement 
is influenced by teachers’background 
knowledge. One issue of concern 
here is the relevance of the science 
and mathematics courses taken by 
teacher candidates for increasing un
derstanding of the nature of science 
and mathematics. In both disciplines, 

Content Knowledge 
(i.e., Praxis II) 

4.0 

Content GPA 
(i.e., transcripts) 

4.0 

Assessment of Teaching 
(i.e. Student Teaching) 

4.0 

Highly 
Qualified 

>9.0 
+ =+ 

this linkbetweenteachers’background 
knowledgeandtheirstudents’achieve
ment is at best only mildly positive. 
For example, Ball (�990) found that 
prospective secondary mathematics 

the study of advanced courses takes a 
prospective teacher to a greater depth 
in the discipline without ensuring that 
he/she has a strong conceptual grasp 
of the foundational ideas and is able 
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to articulate them. This problem was 
highlightedbyLipingMa(�999) inher 
comparisonofChineseandU.S. teach
ers in their handling of routine topics 
in elementary mathematics. She con
cluded that the Chinese teachers, even 
thoughtheyhadless formal instruction 
in mathematics, had more profound 
knowledge of basic mathematics and 
worked harder at developing effective 
ways to teach skills. Ma found that 
U.S. teachers have completed more 
coursework in mathematics but have 
less in-depthknowledgeofmathemati
cal procedures as evidenced by their 
responses to fundamental mathemati
cal questions. This result raises the 
issue of whether a teacher who lacks 
a deep understanding of mathematics 
can teach for understanding. 
These findings suggest that in 

creased content knowledge, while im
portant,willnotof itselfguarantee that 
a teacher will be better able to increase 
student performance. What is needed 
forprospective teachers iscoursework 
that focuses on the foundations of the 
disciplines rather than on studying 
them to greater depths. The question 
posed at the beginning of the section 
“Are highly qualified teachers better 
teachers?” may thus be answered: 
Not necessarily. What is called for is 
adeterminationof thoseattributes that 
do enhancestudentperformance.That 
is, what are the factors that contribute 
to teacher quality? 

Teacher Effectiveness and 
Student Learning

The framers of the NCLB legisla
tion have a simple answer to the $64 
question:Ahighlyqualifiedteacher isa 
moreeffective teacher.Thediscussion 
above suggests that the answer to the 
question is not so simple. As indicated 
in the previous section, merely having 
content knowledge is not enough. 

Darling-Hammond and Sykes 
(�003), in endorsing the assertions 
above, claim that if effective teaching 
cannot be associated with improved 
student learning, then policy atten
tion should be turned to other factors 
thought to exert greater influence on 
learning. Further, in their review of 
the research they find that student 
achievement is affected more by the 
teacher than by other factors such as 
class size or composition. 

Thus educational 
researchers have found 
that teacher dispositions 
like collegiality, self-
reflection, collaborative and 
interactive skills, and the 
ability to adjust personal 
and professional practice 
based on reflection are 
important characteristics 
of good teachers. 

With so much confounding of the 
significant variables, it is extremely 
difficult to offer a clear recommenda
tion regarding the most effective way 
to raise student performance. Since 
the enactment of NCLB, educational 
researchers have been addressing this 
issue, partly in an effort to counter the 
USDOE assertion that higher content 
credentials make for a better teacher. 

Weiss and associates (�00�) at 
Horizon Research observed many 
classrooms, rating 59% of them as 
low in quality, while only �5% were of 
high quality. They found that teaching 
strategy–traditional or constructiv
ist–had no influence on whether or 
not a classroom was high quality, 
nor did the number of science and/or 

mathematics classes taken, but that 
the teacher’s preparedness, commit
ment, and enthusiasm were critical 
variables. 
Emerick, Hirsch, and Berry (2003) 

of the Southeast Center for Teaching 
QualityfoundthatNCLB’snarrowem
phasis on content knowledge has led 
to lower standards for teachers. They 
concluded that content knowledge 
alone does not justify the designation 
of highly qualified teacher, but that 
the successful teacher demonstrates 
understanding of the nature of stu
dent learning, the use of multiple 
forms of assessment, and the ability 
to differentiate instruction. In short, 
the high quality teacher will possess 
appropriate content knowledge, and 
will also possess considerable back
ground in communicating effectively 
to students. 

Thus educational researchers have 
foundthat teacherdispositionslikecol
legiality, self-reflection, collaborative 
and interactive skills, and the ability 
to adjust personal and professional 
practice basedonreflectionare impor
tant characteristics of good teachers. 
There is little evidence that scores on 
teacher licensure tests or emergency 
provisional certification have any 
impact at all on student learning or 
measured achievement (Rice, �003). 
Still, policy-makers fail to deal with 
the benefit of existing research or, in 
this case, lack of research on teacher 
quality.Certainly researchshouldplay 
a role in policy making decisions. 

Administrators and teacher evalu
ators have long known that simple 
mastery of the content in science and 
mathematicsbyateacherisnotenough. 
Consequently, teacher evaluation in
strumentshavetypically includedmul
tiplemeasures thathavebeenshownto 
improvestudentachievement.Teacher 
quality is not just the number of sci-
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encecourses ormathematics coursesa 
teacher possesses. John Glenn (2001) 
claimed: “The basic teaching style in 
too many mathematics and science 
classrooms today remains essentially 
what it was two generations ago. By 
contrast, teaching innovation and 
higher student performances are well 
documented in other countries, where 
students’ improvements are anchored 
to an insistence on strong professional 
development on teachers” (p. �0). 
Accordingly, administrators budget 
for the professional development 
of teachers with a focus on a strong 
pedagogical base. It is in this way that 
they believe they can enhance student 
learning and achievement. 

Where do we go from here?
Throughout the nation many cur

rent middle school teachers of science 
and mathematics will fail to meet the 
“highly qualified” test by spring 2006. 
While there has been a reprieve of one 
year for teacherspresently in thosepo
sitions, that is of little help to the many 
elementary certified teachers whose 
academic preparation may consist of 
no more than a concentration in sci-
enceand/ormathematics.Thosestates 
which offer middle level certification 
do have an appropriate path for their 
teachers to follow, and those that have 
developedHOUSSEplanscanprovide 
their teacherswithalternativeroutes to 
becoming “highly qualified”. In states 
likeMontana,where theOfficeofPub
lic Instruction(OPI)deemsateacher to 
be highly qualified if teaching in one’s 
area of certification (grades7and8are 
regarded as ‘elementary’), a head-on 
collision with the federal mandate is 
in process. To this point, deans and 
faculty of the Colleges of Education 
have lobbied, without success, for 
compliance with the federal mandate. 
Efforts to develop alternative routes 

to the completion of the equivalent of 
a major in a science or mathematics 
discipline have run aground where 
faculty see themselves expected to 
do more with ever diminishing re
sources. In our judgment, disaster can 
be averted only if the state pursues the 
HOUSSE route. 

At the same time, there needs to be 
a significant body of research on the 
effects of a teacher’s academic prepa
ration on the achievement of his/her 
students.Tosuggest that students learn 
morefroma“highlyqualified” teacher 
begs the question posed by this paper. 
We would all agree that students will 
do less successful when a teacher is 
inadequately qualified, but the issue 
of “how much is enough” in terms of 
a teacher’s science and mathematics 
credentials is not settled. The position 
of the USDOE has been made clear in 
the NCLB law and subsequent imple
mentationstatements,but theevidence 
presented in this paper disputes that 
conclusion. Our goal is to have every 
classroom staffed by a teacher with 
sufficient command of science and/or 
mathematics tohelphis/herstudents to 
achieve the intended levelsof success. 
We need solid research evidence, not 
political jockeying or hortatory asser
tions, to help us determine the most 
appropriate academic background for 
the teachersofournation’sscienceand 
mathematics students. 
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